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O pen forum
draws attention
to fee increase
proposal
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Poly student
dies in car
accident

C ai. Poly in B u k ) m

Nick Coury
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Jennifer Hall
\tUMANC DAIIY
Although student tununit was
low at the lit A (Instructionally
Related Activities) open foruni last
Wednesday in the t^erro Vista
(annm unity Center, hopes were
high for a successful turnout for the
vote this week.
The IRA fee increase proposes to
raise student fees from
per
(.|uarter to SlO beginning next fall.
Students can vote Feb. 22 tt) 23.
“All the money goes directly to
stiulent programs.” said lerry Spiller,
the chair of the music department.
“You guys will get nu)re bang for
yt>ur buck.”
('al Foly currently recognizes (>2
IRA programs with more than
.S.IKMI student participants, rhe stu
dent fee that supports these groups
has not been raisetl in more than 13
years despite rising costs and the
increase in the number of activities.
“It’s a situation of demand over
ruling supply.” Spiller said.
If the fee increase does not pass,
there will be a 20 percent cut in
funding next year for IIk A programs
such as Design Village, Rose Float
and C'al Pt>ly Rodeo.
“Some programs will stay the
same, some will get less support,
some will get none and there will be
no new programs,” Spiller said.
If the fee increase passes, then
programs will get additional fund
ing, reserves that have been used
over the last few years will be rebuilt
and more IRA programs can be
ailded.
“I think that this would sustain
the IRA programs healthily for 10
to 1.3 years,” Spiller said.
Most of the students that attended
the open forum were in suppiirt t)f
the fee increase.
“Cal Foly's motto is “learn by
doing.' If we want to ctmtinue learn
ing by doing we need to support
IRA-funded programs,” said Kyle
lirockman, an economics freshman.
Many of the IJkA activities are
college-specific programs, such as
the pert'orming arts groups.
“I think your degree is worth
more when ('al Poly is respected in
a variety of ways,” Spiller said.
The university also uses informa
tion from IRA programs for
fundraising and advertising.
Spiller mentioned the recent
donations from C'al Poly alumnus
Alex Spanos, a former drum major
sec Fees, page 2
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With the winters rain and the past few weeks’ warm weather, flowers have unexpectedly began to bloom
throughout the Central Coast. Along Via Carta, colorful displays of nature have unearthed in a variety of
shapes and sizes. Mike Stiles, a biology technician, spent his Monday afternoon collecting samples of the
chasmanthe plant for a general botany class, fhe emerging biologist will dissect the plant to further their
understanding of pollination. (3al Poly is home to both native and non-native species of plants and hous
es a collection of unusual plants from around the world in a conservatory, adjacent to the Science North
building, that can be viewed daily.

('al Poly freshman Sheri French
died in a car accident on ('alifornia
State Route 121 near Napa Valley
in the late afternoon on Saturday
Feb. IH.
French, 19, a business adminis
tration major, died along with her
boyfriend. John Matteron, 20.
when their Dodge Neon collided
with a sport utility vehicle driven
by a 31-year-old San Pablo woman.
Marisol Ahiiean, according to a
report from San Francisco (TiS .3.
According to (TIS 3, “The 1993
Neon was hit from behind, but the
impact of the crash pushed the
back of the car into the front seat,”
(hilifornia Highway Patrol Sgt.
Wayne Ziese said.
Ziese said that French and
Mattern were traveling westbound,
when French appeared to have
made a ijuick U-turn into the path
see Accident, page 2
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Students teach art to low-incx)me children
with Central Coast Center for Arts Education
interns h>r the events. Any student
This is the first time that
may apply to be an intern with the (XX'AE will work with a bilingual
project, however, students earning audience. Programs will be c l >i i (AMitral ('oast (Tmter for Arts a bilingual teaching credential find ducted primarily in English to help
Education ((XX^AE) will otFer a the project to build skills beyond all participants, including parents at
priigram to provide art educa
tion for Santa Maria schotil ^
children in low-income housing.
The project has funds to
operate at Peoples’ Self Help
Housing (PSHH) Los Adobes
de Maria II for one year.
Students living in the com
plex will have the opportunity
to attend afternoon work
—^leanette Duncan
shops with professional artists.
cxi'cimvc dirccttir for IVoplc's Self Help Housing
The two-week workshop
rotation exposes students to —
multiple types of artistic
those found in another internship. PSHH develop language skills.
expression.
“Students on the credential
Children are able to take the
Projects include integration of track gain greater sensitivity for vocabulary of art and use it else
science and art, performers, musi children that d«> not fit into the where, Duffy said. Studies have
cians and dance groups, said Susan ‘model student’ (ideal),” Duffy said. proven that children are more
Duft'y, the ('(X 'A E director and
All children participating in the engaged when they write about
chair of the liberal studies depart program are residents of PSSII and art.
ment.
are from low-inc«iine families of
(XXIAE received a grant from
('.al Poly students will act as agriculture workers.
the Orfalea Fund to finance the
Liz Soteros-McNamara
MUSTAN«. DAILY

O ur stror^ belief at Peoples’ S elf H elp
H ousing is that art is a fundamental
com ponent o f learning and education is
deficient w ithout it.

project at PSHH. With the grant.
Cal Poly students act as paid
interns for the program while
receiving credit for Liberal Studies
400.
“With the formal addition
of art educati«>n at Peoples’
Self-Help Housing’s Los
Adiibes de Maria II, approxi
mately SO students K-Sth
grailes will have access to top
notch art education and ded
icated future bilingual teach
ers,” said Jeanette Duncan,
executive
director
for
Peoples’ Self Help Housing.
“O ur strong belief at
PSHH is that art is a funda
mental component of learn
ing and education is deficient
without it.” I )uncan said.
Funding allows participating
artists p.iynient for their services.
“Artists are professionals and need
to be paid,” Duffy said.
The program runs for a year at
the site beginning in February.
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Fees
continuedfrom page I
part of the IRA-i'unded Mustang
Hand, as a benefit of IRA funded
programs.
“In essence, an experience in an
IRA activity led to $10 million, 15
years down the line,” Spiller said.
Although IRA supporters have
been trying to spread the word
about the proposed increase, many
students have little interest.
“1 think that people are just really
busy,” Spiller said. “ I hope that they
will go to the Web site, gather infor
mation and vote.”

A c c id e n t
continued from page I

o f Almean s gold Chevy Suburban.
According to CBS 5, Mattern
was dead on scene, and French died
shortly after being flown to Santa
Rosa Memorial Hospital.
Counselors answered questions
concerning grieving and dealing
with the loss of a loved one on
Sunday in Tenya Hall, French’s for
mer residence.
She was remembered warmly by
her friends.
“She was the kind of person
who was always cheerful,” said Neil
Radke, a mechanical engineering
freshman. “ It was rare (for her) to
be depressed or angry.”
There is a box at the front desk
m Tenaya where students and
friends can leave letters written to
French’s parents.
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R e p o r t f in d s la n g u a g e S tu d y ,
s t u d y i n g a b r o a d a r u c i a l fi> r n a t i o n
day basis, not as a tourist who wanders in and out Japanese, Korean, Farsi, Russian and Turkish as
of international hotels,” he said.
critical languages for national security.
Eastern Languages and Civilizations professor
“Certainly, the ability to utilize foreign lanPHILADELPHIA — Struggling through Joseph Lowry said that foreign language profi- guages and understand foreign cultures enhances
“Intermediate Arabic” may do much more than ciency is not necessary for the U.S. economy the capability of anyone doing foreign-intelli
fulfill graduation requirements. The
gence gathering,” East Asian
Committee
for
Economic
Languages and Civilizations
Development, an independent orga
Chairman Cameron Hurst said.
nization that studies ways of promot
Hurst agreed with the commit
to
ing economic development in
tee that foreign-language and cul
America, released a report Feb. 9 with
ture education can boost the
recommendations on how to enhance
economy.
diplomacy, national security and eco
w ho
“We’ve outsourced our entire
nomic growth.
economy, practically, to China,
The report calls for increased for
and clearly it’s much better if peo
eign-language and culture study at all
ple who go to China have some
levels of education and for more
understanding of the history of
—Jamshe'd Ghan<íhi
study-abroad opportunities at colleges
the culture and the area ... the
fin a n c e p ro fe s s o r
and universities.
business' practices and certainly
“Among the reasons that the U.S.
"
the language,” Hurst said.
has gotten into so much trouble in
Brademas said he hopes colleges and universi
our activities abroad is lack of knowledge — our because English is so widely studied in other
ties will respond enthusiastically to the report, but
ignorance of the cultures, the histories, the lan nations. However, he noted its importance for
noted that he will also be observing the reactions
guages,” said Committee Trustee John Brademas, those involved in international business dealings.
At Penn, Lowry said, there is a rising number of of Congress and the Bush administration.
president emeritus of New York University and a
“You have an administration in Washington
former Indiana congressman, who co-chaired the students studying Arabic, and these students are
that
is not very sympathetic to education, so one
more likely to be interested in the language for
effort.
Finance professor Jamshed Ghandhi said that potential careers in government, intelligence and has to push,” Brademas said.
The effects of the report on higher education
while foreign-language and culture education do foreign policy.
will
largely depend on the reactions of school offi
College sophomore Suleyman Saleem said that
not directly affect the economy, Americans must
understand the thoughts and behaviors of others he is learning Arabic because it is applicable to cials in foreign languages, world history and for
eign policy, he said.
current and future politics and economics.
to succeed in global relations.
He added that these groups, as well as interna
“In a post-9/11 world, it’s very important that
Ghandhi added that studying abroad, which the
the West and the Middle East get along and every tional business leaders and students, should urge
report encouraged, is central to this.
their congressional representatives to vote to allo
“You cannot hope to understand a culture one focuses on how to keep peace,” he said.
The report cited Arabic. Chinese, Hindi, cate more money for foreign study.
effectively unless you have lived in it on a day-toMeagan Steiner

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN

\bucannot h c ^
understand a culture
IS^Sediiety unless you have lived in it on a
day-to-day basis, not as a tourist
wanda:s in and out o f intmiational.||^tel%
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F e b ru a ry 2 2 n d & 2 3 rd
Voting Locations and Times
9;00am to 4;00pm
Kennedy Library
Campus Market
Fisher Science Foyer
BLDG 10 (first floor, Ag Circle Entrance)
9;00am to 7:30pm
University Union - Upstairs
Education Building Foyer
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Voter Pam phlets are available

Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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Kennedy Library, FrontOesk
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Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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Favorites
D eli in tow n: C u ss
O ly m p ic sport: Figure skating

W H O SAID THAT?
1 have c o m e to believe th at th e w h o le w orld is an enigm a,

D isn e y m ovie: “Cinderella”

a harm less enigm a th at is m ade terrib le by o u r o w n m ad

Local beach: Avila

a tte m p t to in te rp re t it as th o u g h it had an u n d e rly in g tru th .
— U m b e rto Eco

I f You C ou ld . . .
T h e g o v e rn m e n t’s view o f th e e c o n o m y co u ld be su m m ed

— sec any band, dead or alive,
who would you see?
Keith Urban.
— could have any car, what
would it be?
A new Tahoe.
O th er

up in a few sh o rt phrases: If it m oves, ta.\ it. If it keeps m o v 
ing, regulate it. A nd if it stops m o v in g , subsidize it.
— R o n a ld R eag an

W o rd ly
W ise

Sand or snow; Sand

Titivate: To smarten
up; to spruce.
Probity: Complete
and confirmed integri
ty; uprightness.

A word you hate: Crusty

Name: Jam i Tipre • Year: junior
Hometown: Thousand Oaks • Major: nutrition science

What is the best class you
have taken at Cal Poly?
Maternal child development.
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T U E S D A Y N I G H T AT THE M O V I E S
Featuring "WALLACE AND GROMIT IN THE CURSE OF THE
W ERE-RABBir
Tonight. Feb. 21
8:15 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium • FREE

Inthis animated adventure '»m the makers of *Chicken Run,’
Wallace and his loyal dog, Gnomit, set out to discover the mystery
behind me garden sabotage that plagues their village and ■.r*r
the annual giant ver;i-\.:: e qro'*iog contest Bnno v.
^
olankets or *nin ■.

Tuesdays
3 0 ’s M u s ic a t 8 0 ’s P r ic e s
w ith D J K e v la r

-.3 « V M J

mm

B OD Y *06 E VE N '
UU Gallery Exh^h •
On display M-F
0 p m through Marcn io
Itn the UU Eptce^ncr • rRfc'F

The exhibit is 'jestcnel to open tne audience's eyes to the
messages coitece students receive about body image SUiCentsis
have subfTftteit .meOia exoressing ideas on maie are ‘•■nj;e ix;d .
image and eating disorders
UU HOUR
Featuring SOUl SPEAK SLAM POETRY
Thursday, Feb, 23
11 • noon in the UU Plaza - FREE

r/J lu

PROCRASTINATION STATION
Tuesday. March 7
10 a.m. • 2 p.m, m the UU Plaza • FREE

Come take a break with us' Er’joy a free btjq ai.n .ic
professional mimmassages, tarot card ■eading, :.an
a caricature artist, giveaways and more

W W W .A S I.C A L P O L Y .E D U /E V E N T S
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SAN FR A N CISCO (AP) —
A Daly City man was ordered to
stand trial for a stabbing death
outside a Giants baseball game in
which Barry Bonds hit his 700th
career home run.
Kafael Cuevas, 23, is accused of
killing of Timothy Griffith, a 21year-old Redwood City man
who died outside SBC Park after
a Giants game on Sept. 17, 2(M)4.
The order, issued Friday by San
Francisco Superior Court Judge
Charles Haines, followed a pre
liminary hearing that featured tes
timony from three witnesses who
were at the scene. None of the
witnesses said they saw Cuevas
stab Griffith.
Police testified that Griffith was
stabbed five times, including once
in the heart.
• • •
ORJLAND (AP) — Cattle
rustlers aren’t all that common
these days, but the Glenn County
Sheriff’s Department said they
have one who just won’t go
away.
Matías Bravo Nares, 35, was
convicted with his brother of
stealing Holstein heifers valued at
$24,7(M) in 2(H)1. He was deport
ed to Mexico in December after
serving a three-year prison term.
Nares was back in Glenn
('ounty in time to lead a deputy
early Friday on a seven-mile pur
suit at speeds up to KM) mph,
after the deputy tried t(.) stop
Nares for driving with a defec
tive headlight.
• • •
H IG H LA N D (AP) — This
small city at the base of the San
Bernardino Mountains is fed up
with the liberal leanings of San
Franciscans, and city leaders have
passed a resolution restricting how
local funds are spent in the C'ity
by the Bay.
The breaking point. Highland
officials say, was a decision by San
Francisco voters last November to
pass an advisory measure banning
military recruiters fmm schools.
C'alling San Franciscans a
bunch of “kooks and nuts’’ and
castigating its officials for their
“tomfoolery,” the Highland City
C'ouncil recently approved a reso
lution “prohibiting the expendi
ture of city funds for attending
conferences, training seminars
and/or workshops to be held in
the ('itv of San Francisco.”

A re you ready
for a challenge
this summer? Do
you have a better
\work ethic than all
of your friends? Is
becoming a leader
in your field the
ultimate goal? Do
you vi/ant an
intense real world
experience? Do
you have the
whatever-it-takes
attitude?
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Schwarzen^gei^s bond plan
Êices s ite ’s political realities
Steve Lawrence
ASS(X:iATEn I'KESS

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger is learning that get
ting a major program such as his
$222 billion public works plan
through the Legislature isn’t as sim
ple as the “action, action, action”
mantra he is fond of reciting.
That’s particularly true during an
election year and after his popularity
nose-dived in 2(M)5, when voters
rejected all four of his initiatives dur
ing the November special election.
Democrats and Republicans have
criticized at least some parts of the
plan, and administration officials
concede it will face changes.
“We know there will be dialogue
(between the Legislature and gover
nor) that will change the exact mix
of priorities,” state Finance Director
Mike Genest told a legislative com
mittee recently.
The Senate’s leader warns that if a
deal isn’t struck soon, the
Republican governor could be
forced to run for reelection in
November without being able to
claim credit for beginning to solve
the state’s backlog of public works
projects.
“If this doesn’t get done before
the ()une) primaries and before we
start our budget negotiations, we will
never get it done,” said Senate
Bresident Pm Tern Don Perata, DOakland.
Schwarzenegger wants to spend
$222.6 billion over the next 10 years
to expand highways and intercity
rail, upgrade levees, build more
schools, prisons, jails, courthouses
and reservoirs, and undertake certain
other public works projects.
Funding includes selling $68 bil
lion in state bonds, which need
approval from lawmakers and voters.
The governor wants the first of
those bond measures to go on the
ballot this June. The rest would be
spread out on ballots thmugh 2014.
The deadline for lawmakers to
add bond proposals to the June bal
lot is March 10. If they fail to meet
that deadline, getting a measure on
the November ballot could be
tougher, given the political pressures
as campaigns for governor, legislative
seats and other state offices heat up.
Enacting a plan to start adda*ssing
C'alifornia’s long-neglected infrastructua* needs could be ke\’ to
Schwarzenegger’s
re-election
chances. A poll taken by the Public

Policy Instiiute of C'alifornia found
'h.'t the g . jrnor’s weak appmval
raliuj.> .M[.roved after he announced
the plan last month in his State of the
State address.
“It’s in his best interest as a candi
date to give voters something they’ve
been clamoring for for years,” Perata
said. “He needs this.”
But so do Democrats, who control
both houses of the Legislature.
Polls show lawmakers’ popularity
is even lower than the governor’s,
and Perata himself said 2(K)5 was
essentially a lost year legislatively.
Democratic leaders want to show
they can pass sullittntive legislation
that helps the majority of
Californians.
When Schwarzenegger revealed
his plan, he did so from a position
that was much weaker than when he
entered office in 2(M)3.The next year,
Schwarzenegger used his sky-high
popularity and bipartisan appeal to
push workers’ compensation reform
thmugh the Legislature and persuade
voters to pass bonds that helped close
a record budget deficit.
His appmval ratings have plunged
since then, culminating in the rejec
tion of all four of the measures he
placed before votes in last
November’s special election. He
wanted to have more power over
state spending, take redistricting
duties away from the Legislature,
lengthen the pmbationary period for
new teachers and make it tougher
for public employee unions to raise
campaign contributions.
Schwarzenegger’s poll numbers
have impmved somewhat since then.
The Public Policy Institute survey
found that his appmval rating among
likely voters had climbed fmm 38
percent to 45 percent since C')ctober.
He also seems to be more flexible
this time than he was in some previ
ous negotiations with lawmakers.
“The governor’s been fairly con
sistent since day one,” said Vince
Sollitto,
a
Schwarzenegger
spokesman. “ He w'clcomes the
Legislature’s involvement and input
and understands there are other ideas
that need to be considered in the art
of reaching agreement and is opti
mistic that can be accomplished.”
But
Sollitto
also
said
Schwarzenegger wanted to see a
“long-term, comprehensive plan”
appnn-ed.

W ORK
HARD.
PLAY
HARD.
T4 VtCKIfM
■ X.

Our internship isn’t for everybody. It’s only
for those with top-notch work ethic,
communication skills and a passion for
leadership. You will learn skills such as
developing a marketing plan, outside
sales, interviewing and hiring, project
management, quality control, cost control
and finance. With us, you’re a branch
manager running your own business and
making real money. In fact, our average
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intern makes over $12,000 for the summer and
our top interns will make over $40,000. Rated in
the Princeton Review as one of the most
selective & challenging internships, you must be
willing to work part-time during the spring for
training. More info, is available at
www.nationalservicesgroup.com.

Hurryl Apply now! Application deadline;
February 24*^, 2006. Resumes can be submitted
via email: jrhee91@collegeworks.com

W hether killer lives or
dies in high coui t s hands
David Kravets
ASSCK lATEI) I’RESS

'7>

' ' FRANCISCO — The only
le .;
ion remaining fiir convicted
killei . Lchael Morales to avoid the
death chamber on Tuesday is a
reprieve fmm the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Morales, 46, is scheduled to die
fiom lethal injection at 12:01 a.m. at
San Quentin State Prison for killing
teenager Terri Winchell, of Lodi. If
Morales’ last-ditch appeals are reject
ed, he would become the 14th pris
oner to be executed since California
voters reinstated capital punishment
in 1978, and the state’s third execu
tion in just over two months.
Spokesman Vernell Crittendon
said San Quentin guards “locked
down” the prison at 2 p.m., meaning
its 5,(MK) inmates could only leave
their cells for medical treatment.
Morales, he added, “is in relatively
good spirits.”
“We’re continuing to gear up for
our shortly after-midnight execu
tion,” Crittendon said of the prison,
about 15 miles north of San
Francisco. “He wxs laughing and
joking with loved ones over the tele
phone.”
C'ondemntd for torturing, raping
and murdering the 17-year-old high
school student 25 years ago. Morales
appealed Monday to the justices to
block his looming execution, claim
ing that the testimony of an inmate
used in his conviction is false, and
that C'alifornia’s three-drug death

cocktail, and the way it is administemd, amounts to cruel and unusual
punishment.
Morales and his attorneys com
plained that the prisoner might feel
too much pain if the sedative he is
given doesn’t make him unconscious
before a paralyzing agent and the
final heart-stopping drugs begin
coursing thmugh his veins.
The Supreme Court has never
directly addressed whether death
sentences carried out by lethal injec
tion are cruel and unusual punish
ment. The justices have upheld exe
cutions in general despite the pain
they might cause inmates, but have
left unsetded whether alleged pain in
lethal injections is unconstitutionally
excessive and can be avoided.
U.S. District Judge Jeremy Fogel
o f San Jose recommended that
California employ two anesthesiolo
gists — one to be in the execution
chamber with Morales and another
nearby — to ensure the inmate is
uncoascious before the two remain
ing drugs are injected.
Fogel issued the order after study
ing the medical logs of executed
inmates and finding that there wem
“substantial
questions”
about
whether prisoners w’ere conscious
and feeling unacceptable levels of
pain.
On Sunday, the 9th U.S. C'ircuit
C'ourt of Appeals rejected Morales’
argument that Fogel’s order is not
enough, a decision that is being
appealed to the Supreme C3ourt.
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Custom Surfboards
Walker Foam
Clothing 8e Accessories
Quality Dine Repairs

a

2665

R Beach Rd. 773.1855
eUbeachsurfshop.com
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C lass starts M o n d ay F sb ru ary 27 • 7:00 to 9:00 pm

(•nrollmcnt op«n for for thro* wMks)

C o m e and jo in us fo r th e fun, exercise, and sen se o f
co m m u n ity th e m o d e m w estern sq u are d an ce activity
provides.
All are w elco m e. Just be sure to w ear som e co m fo rtab le
sho es and y o u r best sm ile.

O Q Q in r A iM m u n h V iE R ^ S lV lM S iri

r.EUTOAV/SHIP. GQSyBfl*
aoa 8. irooBGina
QQQ
anno00O01P©
For Inform ation call:
Dava or Jo at 801 -8721 or 801 -8720
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AS I will be giving away

180 ¡Tunes giftcards
over six weeks!
Between January 30 - March 10,
AS! staff members will randomly
distribute entry forms to students
who participate in ASI programs,
services and activities.
Official rules are available at the
ASI Business Office, UU212.
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#
I
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www.asl.caipoly.edu I
ASI will be every student’s connection
to the ultimate college experience
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Administration talking tough to deal with trade deficit with China
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Martin Crutsinger
Ass(K.iMH) mrss

MILWAUKEE
(AP)
—
Seeking to fuel liis own agenda,
President
Hush
encouraged
Americans to change their cnerg\’
consumption habits and help move
the nation awav from its reliance on
(M l.

“1 think were in an important
moment in historN,” Hush said dur
ing Ins first stop of a Presidents’ 1>ay
tour of the Midwest. “We have a
chance to transkMin the way we
power our economy, and the way
we le,id our lives.”
The president and members of
his Cabinet are crisscrossing the
country this week to tout the ener
gy ideas he presented in Ins State of
the Union address. The focus on
en et^ ’ is part of an eftbrt to highh'glit a difterent topic each week
since the speech..

• • •

ASSOCIATED PRESS —
Tax cuts, new casli to health care
programs, blueprints for new roads
and schcxsls — states have jumped
inm 2<K)(> with ambitious plans to
spend the money pouring into
their coffers, a windfall that’s just in
time foi governors and legislators as
they start re-election campaigns.
The spending spree is the
clearest proof yet that the gloomy
days of cuts and budget-tighten
ing that dominated the first half
of the decade are over, even as
some urge l aution and others say
states haw yet to fully recover
from the downturn.

W ASHINGTON
—
The
administration’s new get-tough
approach w’ith China could involve
filing trade charges against the
Asian giant over auto parts and
copyright piracy and branding the
Cdiinese as currency manipulators.
Hut the betting is that the harder
line won’t have much impact, at
least right away, on the soaring U.S.
trade deficit, which hit an all-time
high of 5>72b billion last year.
It is that deficit that is getting a
lot of attention in Washington,
especially the one-fourth of the
deficit that is accounted for by a
single country — the S202 billion
trade gap with China.
That figure prompted howls of
protest in Congress. Lawmakers
contended it showed President
Hush is not doing enough to
counter CTiina’s unfair trade prac
tices, which they contend have
contributed to the loss of nearly 3
million U.S. maiuifacturing jobs
since niid-2000.
Lawmakers rushed to introduce
more bills to slam China with
tough economic sanctions.
Hoping to head that off, the
administration last week unveiled
its own get-tough strategy’, a 29page "top-to-bottom review” of
trade relations between the two
nations.
U.S. Trade Kepresentative Kob
Portman announced the creation of
a new C'hina enforcement task

force in his office. He indicated
that without immediate progress in
two areas o f tension — high
Chinese
tariffs imposed
on
American auto parts and continued
widespread copyright piracy of
American products — the administratiiMi would probably file unfair
trade cases against C'hina before the
World Trade Organization.
Treasury Secretary John Snow
did his own tough talking last
week, sending hints that the
administration was considering
designating China as a currency
manipulator in a report it must
make to Congress in April.
That designation would trigger
talks between the two nations and
could ultimately lead to trade sanc
tions if the United States won a
W TO case on the issue. The
administration for more than a year
has resisted pressure to make such a
designation, arguing that it could
make more progress with quiet
diplomacy to nudge Cdiina to stop
depressing the value o f its currency
in relationship to the U.S. dollar.
American manufacturers con
tend China is blatantly manipulat
ing its currency, keeping it under
valued by as much as 40 percent, to
make C'hinese goods cheaper for
American consumers and U.S.
products more expensive in Cdiina.
Sens. C'harles Schumer, D-N.Y.,
and Lindsey (iraham, R-S.CL, are
sponsoring legislation that would
impose across-the-board penalty
tariffs of 27..3 percent on C'hinese

goods unless the Chinese stop the
practice.
That measure is just one of a
number o f bills that would seek to
punish China by imposing penalty
tariffs on Cdiinese goods, higher
tariffs that would be paid by
American consumers.
“This would be a tax increase on
low
and
middle-income
Americans,” said Dan (iriswold, a
trade expert at the Ckito institute, a
Washington think tank. “ They are
the ones who are buying the shoes
and clothing and toys ciMiiing from
China.”
Hut given that this is a congres
sional election year, analysts said
the pressure is likely to keep build
ing in CTmgress to retaliate unless
China makes changes in its trade
policies.
C'hina will have several opportu
nities to do so in the near future,
starting with a visit April 11 o f top
Chinese economic officials to
Washington to discuss with their
U.S. counterparts ways to relieve
trade tensions.
On April 24, C'hinese President
Hu jintao will make his first official
visit
to
Washington.
Many
observers think that could be a kc*y
time for the Chinese to offer smne
trade concessions, perhaps agreeing
to revalue the Cdiinese currency by
a larger amount than the small 2
percent change announced last
summer.
“The Chinese would be smart to
move,” said Frank Vargo, vice presi

dent for international trade at the
National
Association
of
Manufacturers. “ It would head off
trade angst in this country and head
off potentially damaging legisla
tion.”
Hut even if CThna does act, ana
lysts caution that the changes being
discussed would not do much to
lower Cdiina’s trade deficit with the
United States, in large part because
the gap is so wide. For every SI in
exports the United States sold
C^hina last year, Cdiina sold the
United States $6 in goods.
David Wyss, chief economist at
Standard & Poijr’s in New York,
said CTiina will likely offer to boost
the yuan’s value by another 2 per
cent, far below the 20 percent to 30
percent change that would be
needed to make a serious dent in
the deficit.
“China will do as little as possi
ble,” Wyss said, noting that Chinese
leaders still see a critical need to
promote export-led growth to cre
ate jobs for millions of Cdiinese.
Mark Zandi, chief economist at
Moody’s Economy.com, said the
trade deficit with China could well
hit $25(l billion this year.
“ I think there is a real danger
that the trade deficit will be widen
ing as we approach the November
elections and at the same time the
U.S. economy will be slowing,”
Zandi said. “The Chinese will get
the blame and the threat of protec
tionist sentiment boiling over will
be a real one.”
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MICHAFl Ml'I.LADY mustanc. DAIIV
Cal Poly animal science senior Rich Ford, also known as Intellektconduit, is a local NIC whose third album was released early this year.
Jennifer Gongaware
MUSIANti DAIIY
Hip Hop IS cvcrywhcR* in todiys
society'. It is used in advertisements,
blasted out of a multitude of radio
stations and bars amund the country
and has incorporated itself into a
variety of clothing lines.
For ftnir San Luis Obispo Resi
dents, It IS also the medium for their
message and art forms. Rich
“Intellektconduit” ForI. a 22-yearold animal science senior, is an MC
Releasing his third album this New
Years. Mike “Koyal” C'hildress, 23, is
an MC collaborating with ForI on
the album and is due to release his
own album later this year.
Bryan Armstning, a 28-year-old
electrical engineering senior, is a copRxIucer of Ford’s album and makes
beats out of his bedRXim studio. Aldo
Lehman, a 21-year-old C'uesta sound
engineering student, is also co-pro
ducer of Ford’s and C'hildtess’s albums
and R’cords out of a bedRunn studio.
“Having a stmng team is impor
tant to me,” For! said. “Having a
stmng connection is the most impor
tant thing in what I do.”
History o f collaboration
In 2001, Ford and (diildR*ss met in
a hallway in Mustang Village. For the
first couple of months they continued
to run into each other because they
were involved with the same people
thmugh putting out their indepen
dent albums, C'hildR-ss said.
“Our passions were so stning that
we were drawn to each other,”
Childress said.
Lehman was pmducing beats for
both Ford’s and C^hildR*ss’s albums at
the time. Soon they formed a gmup.

Blackout, with a mutual friend. After
the direction of the gmup became
ilisputed, the three decided it would
be best to leave Blackout m form an
independent gmup.
f'ord met Armstmng in 2(K)4 and
decided to collaborate with him on
some songs for the upcoming album.
“Look on any (!H; nobody has
one pmducer,” For ! said. “I’m not
trying to stick to one person. I’m try
ing to pnnnote a lot of people with
this C'D.”
ForI and C'hildR'ss have opened
for the jedi Mind Tricks, the
Alkoholics, Andre Nikatina and
KKS-One in San Luis Obispo
C'ounty.
History o f the MCs
Ford has been
writing rhymes since
seventh grade, but
discovered his inner
performer in 1996 at
an open mike event
during his ninthgrade year.
After coming to
C'al Poly he still was
n’t serious about R-le,ising his music
to the public until he met Lehman
and the fourth member of BLackout
in 2(K)1.
“The first time 1 came to the stu
dio and saw people making music, I
was like ‘I need to be doing this,”’
Ford said.
Cdiildress also started performing
with friends in 1996 and began
developing his rhyme-writing skills.
He didn’t get into the studio until the
end of 1999.
“I gained my skills before 1 took
myself to the studio,” (diildress said.
The summer of2(HK) he dedicated

himself to writing and recording the
first album, which w.is finished by
fall. After the first album, he took a
break.
"For me, I wanted to take time off
fmin the studio and get back to the
stR'ets,” CdiildR'ss said. “ 1 went back
to the parties and that aspect.”

He returned to the studio in 2(H)1.
“It’s all about the combination o f
the stR'et mentality and fR-e-styling,
and the studio aspect,” he said.

The message o f the MCs
ChildR*ss IS a self-described “versa
tile artist” who uses everything
amund him as subject matter, and
strives to not leave anything out. He

intellectual things after coming to
college and beginning my ,ic,idemic
endeavor,” Ford said. “I thought,
“Why lose it?”’
He keeps all the notes fmm his
classes to look back on for subject
matter. While taking a chemistry
class, he wmte out an entiR* rhyme
based solely on uranium.
“To me, it’s all about getting out a
message that is stRing, getting out
those concepts,” Ford said. “When
making a song, it’s not just a song, it’s
moR‘ ... a concept, something new.”

gRiwing pnicess as an McL
“You gotta be patient and let time
take you.” Cdiildress said. “You can't
rush it. If you rush it, you’re not even
learning.”
Ford plans to continue his pursuit
of knowledge to include in. his
rhymes, both in society and tlmuigh
people’s experiences.
“I want to keep bringing in that
knowledge by staying up on current
events and seeing how people feel,”
Ford said. “1 want to gR>w to that
point when 1 can talk in the second
For ! and C?hildR*ss both agreed person.”

that optimism is at the core o f their
messages, both independently and
tiigether.

keep bringing in that
t
knowledge by staying
events and seeing how people Ifeel.
— Rich “ Intellektconduit’ Ford
a n im a l s c ie n c e s e n io r a n d e m c e e

“We do shows
that aR* positive and
bring people to the
music,” Childress
said. “When you’re
comfortable in how
you are as a person
and (think) ‘This is
who I am. take it sir
leave it.’ people will
love vou for it.”
Looking to the

rhymes about day-to-day occurR-nces fixim his perspective as a “ R*gular person.”

future
Both CdiildR'ss and Ford agR*e that
they aR' not trying m make it to
M TV and sign with a big record
company, but pR'fer to st.iy in the
undergnnind hip-hop scene in the
futUR'.
“We don’t even exist in the undergRHind; w e’re other gnnind,”
C^hildR'ss said. “The undergmund
people don’t even know w ho we aR*.
but we'll get there, and when we do
that’s where I want to stay.”

“Personally. 1 feel I’ve been a lis
tener. so I know it’s easy for people to
listen to me and understand the
things I’m talking .about.” ( “hildress
said.
Ford’s rhymes concentrate on
more intellectual subjects and things
with a deeper meaning, from philo
sophical to emotional content, along
with environmental and political
Both say they do not want to rush
issues.
?
■ V*
“I R*ally started rhyming“' about their success and jeopardize the

They are trying to oveRome the
stigmas that some businesses have
because they aR* a hip-hop gmup and
the CR>wd that music brings.
C'urR'iitly, they are planning some
local shows at various small bars
aRHind the county.

Technical part o f producing
Armstmng’s studio equipment
consists of a Sonar Sequencer, which
consists of two keyboards that aR* sig
naled by a computer to press a partic
ular key and hold it for a given length
of time. One keyboard is used for
samples while the other acts as a mini
piano.
Armstmng also uses a condenser
micniphone, which is phantom pow
ered and delivers a sound of higher
quality than the ones used during
shows.The Wave Lab pmgrani is w hat
he uses for audio editing and master
ing a track for the Cd>
Lehman’s studio consists of a
turntable, a keybtiard and an MFC'
drum machine, which is especially
useful with sampling. He R'corIs
instruments in a collapsible booth
that took him amund four days to
see Hip-Hop, page 8
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A v o id ‘F re e d o m la n d ’ a t a ll œ sts
and loses her son. She stumbles
DAILY O R A N C F (SYRACUSE)
into the hospital after cutting her
hands on glass and rocks, and soon
Detective Lorenze CT)uncil
SYRACUSE. N.Y. — Do not
(Samuel L. Jackson) takes on the
see “Freedomland” this weekend.
In fact, do not even rent it when it case of finding her missing son.
comes out on DVD. If the movie is The area where the carjacking
on cable, switch to any other chan took place is locked off by the allnel, it doesn’t matter which one. If white police force, leading to a
serious racial situation.
by some reason you are forced by
The film tries to be another
Hollywood thugs to sit through
this movie, just close your eyes and “Crash” by showing how race
affects different people regarding
go to a soothing place. It really is
the police case, but fails because
that bad.
The movie is being hyped as a
the audience doesn’t know enough
about the characters to believe
drama with multiple layers and
their actions.
complex characters. Do not be
Overall, the characters in the
fooled. In reality, it is a sluggish,
film are weak and poorly acted.
confusing movie about missing
Jackson’s best scenes are the ones
children, love, race, class and a
multitude of other laborious ideas. where he is dropping f-bombs and
cussing out white people, but
The movie’s layers and complex
Moore, honestly, has no best
characters are so forced 1 thought
scenes.
the screen was going to burst into
She seems to be confused about
the theater.
how she went from starring in
The story follows Brenda
movies like “Far from Heaven” and
Martin (Julianne Moore) who, in
“Magnolia” to this. Moore acts like
an abandoned park, gets catjacked
Tim Goessling

COURTESY PHOTO

Hip-Hop
continued from page 7

build. This is also where the MC records his rhymes.
“I don’t care for computers because if you don’t know
them very well, they can hold you back,” Lehman said.
“The computer can’t put the feeling into it; that groove
comes from me.”
Recording process
Both Lehman and Armstrong attack an album one
song at a time and refuse to leave a song half-finished. It
takes about five to six times to get the song right, which
takes around two hours to complete. Ford said.
When the producer is satisfied with their beat, the MC
gets on the microphone to record the lyrics. The first
recording is a technique recording, in which the produc
er records the MC’s voice once hard left and then hard
left to pan the voice.
The producer then records mono, in the center, and
adds the panning effects described above. An ad-lib is
then recorded, which allows the MC' to repeat a line fmm
their lyrics to emphasize on the final track.
History o f the producers
For thix'e years Lehman has been making beats. He
worked with a friend with sound equipment and began
developing his own style and pn>gression with his beats.
“1 have always been into music. I got to San Luis
Obispo and I wanted to start making my own stuff,”
Lehman said.
He has worked with 10 to l.S artists in town,and most
wea* students. C;ura*ntly, he is working with rwo.
Armstrong has been making beats since 2002. Last
year, he tried to start a C.al Poly club demonstrating Ikav
to make beats and pmduce music. I le a'lited out a nxiin
for 1<K( seats, but only a few students showed up.
small team of artists is currently working with him
now
“I like finding a use for what 1 do.” Armstrong said. “If
no one hears it. it's like it ilidn’t happen.”
The styles o f the producers
Armstrong and I ehman not only differ in the equip

Need ^Man-Scaping’?
M e n ’s F a c ia ls • B ack W axin g
B ro w S c u lp tin g

Private 1-on-1 Atmosphere
Not Your Regular Salon.,.

ment they use to make their beats and to record the
tracks, but also in their influences and sound.
Armstrong looks to composers and a variety of music
genres to find inspiration for his music and incorporate
those sounds.
“I have total respect for any composer. Recently, I’ve
been more into learning how to make beats sound com
posed,” Armstrong said. “I’m always looking for that next
level.”
Lehman doesn’t look to outside sources for influence
in his music as much as Armstrong. He prefers listening
to the beats and samples as they are being made and
reconled.
“1 just like a beat that has feeling. 1 have been more
into using samples that are moving and have motion to
them,” Lehman said.
Armstrong strives to move away ftx>m a particular style
when It comes to the music he produces in his attempt
to be able to work with a diversity of music.
“1 see a beat as a big bunch of clay that you mold.”
Armstmng said. “In the end you end up with this piece
of art, this statue.”
Lehman is mon.' directed towards developing his par
ticular style so that people will recognize the beats and
tracks he pniduces by their sound.
“I’m finally discovering my own sound, I have proga*ssed a lot,” Lehman said.
When it comes to working with the MC, ArmstrxYng
said a balance needs to be formed so that both visions are
conveyed through the music, in his case, it is 70 penrent
pnxlucer and .V) percent MC^
“I know what my equipment is capable of,” Armstmng
said. “I don't want to rule out what the artist is feeling, I
really didn’t used to be that way.”
Both agree it is important that the talent of the MC
matches that of the pmducer.
“If you’re gonna come on the mike, you gotta come
real,” Armstrong said. “As a pnHlucer, you want an MC'
just as equally good.’.’
“Producers are a rare thing, especially here,” Lehman
said. “People seek us out. I hear artists out who approach
me. I'm not gonna wanna s.iy‘that's mine’ if I don’t like
it.”
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a drunken student, going from
crazy to calm in the blink of an
eye, and randomly switches
between Cíerman, New Jersey and
Boston accents.
Jackson and Moore are Academy
Award nominated thespiatis for
other work, but nothing can save
them from this movie and its terri
ble script. Adapted from his book,
Richard Brice has written a movie
where characters reflect on love,
race, spirituality and class struggles
at random intervals which leave the
viewer more confused than moved.
The movie also suffers a serious
identity crisis. Halfway through, it
changes from a gritty, dark mystery
to a moving ABC-style drama
about a missing kid with cheesy
orchestral music attached.
This movie is totally and utterly
whack. It was directed by Joe
Roth, who also made “Revenge of
the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise.”
Honestly, watch that instead of
“Freedomland.” Watch any movie
instead of this garbage.
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ACS ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
AEDIS.INC.
B3 ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
BAS6ENIAN LAGONI ARCHITECTS
BEALS ALUANCE INC.
',
BELLI ARCHITECTURAL GROUP, INC.
BERG ELECTRIC
CAHILL CONTRACTORS, INC
CALLANDER ASSOCIATES LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE. INC.
CALPO HOM & DONG ARCHITECTS
CARLILE MACY
CITY OF HANFORD
CLARK & GREEN ASSOCIATES
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND PLANNING
EDAW
FAULCONER & CARAVVAN, ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
FEHR & PEERS ASSOCIATES. INC.
FIELD PAOLI ARCHITECTS
GAFC0N.4NC.
GILBANE BUILDING COMPANY
GILLESPIE MOODY PATTERSON. INC.
GOTHIC LANDSCAPE, INC.
HATCH M O n MACDONALD
HLA GROUP LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
HMH ENGINEERS
HOK
IMA^DESIGN
J.E. ARMSTRONG ARCHITECT. AIA
JANKE AND ASSOCIATES
KIEWIT PACIFIC CO.
KIMLEY-HORN AND ASSOCIATES. INC.
KKE ARCHITECTS
KTGY GROUP. INC.
LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT. INC.
LANDSYSTEMS LANDSCAPES
LAUTERBACH AND ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS, INC.
LIONAKIS BEAUMONT DESIGN GROUP, INC.
LPA. INC.
LYLES CONSTRUCTION GROUP
MASS. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
MBH ARCHITECTS
MICHAEL BUCCINO ASSOCIATES

C areer S e rvice s Cal Poly 3uildiP3 124

MULVANNYG2 ARCHITECTURE
MURRAY & DOWNS AIA ARCHITECTS, INC.
NUSZER KOPATZ URBAN DESIGN ASSOCIATES
NUVIS
OVERAA CONSTRUCTION
PANDA RESTAURANT GROUP, INC. •
. PCL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC.
PERKINS EASTMAN
PERKOWITZ + RUTH ARCHITECTS
PHILLIPS METSCH SWEENEY MOORE ARCHITECTS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT ADVISORS, INC.
QUAD KNOPF INC.
QUATTROCCHI KWOK ARCHITECTS
R2L ARCHITECTS
RANDY PURNEL LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
RBF CONSULTING
RICK ENGINEERING COMPANY
ROSENDIN ELECTRIC. INC.
RRM DESIGN GROUP
RTKL ASSOCIATES, INC.
RYLAND HOMES
S. J. AMOROSO CONSTRUCTION CO.
SANTA BARBARA. COUNTY OF
SGPA ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
SKANSKA USA BUILDING
SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
SSA LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS. INC.
STANTEC CONSULTING, INC.
STRAUB CONSTRUCTION, INC.
SUFFOLK CONSTRUCTION
SUNDT CONSTRUCTION. INC.
TEUDATA
TETER A+E
URBAN ARENA
VANDERTOOLENASSOCIATES
,
WALD, RUHNKE, & DOST ARCHBCCTS
^
WALLACE GROUP
a
WAREMALCOMB
WENEO, MATTHEIS. BOWE
WESTBERG ♦ WHITE. ARCHITECTS'
WILUAM HEZMALHALCH ARCHITECTS. INC.
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editor in eliief D.ni Watson
managing editor Knsten CXito
news editor t !aitliii Donnell
assistant news editor i.ruk Smith
sports editor 1rank Stran/1
assistant sports editirr (ihnsGiiiin
diversions M ariciar Moiuki/a
photo editor Sheila Solxhik
pliotograpliers loiii S.mdsTs, Brennan

.itcly ill tlic m.iinstrc.un media (MSM), tliere has been talk about
the vice president and some gny he shot m tlie face. But lionestly. 1 have to ask: Was anyone reallv that surprised that our beloved
vice president - the same man who stabbed voters in the Kick in 20(10. who
profit by manipulating information to monger a unjustified "war,” who sat
on his ass at
his W'yoming
ranch while
New Orleans
drowned - is
It at all sur
Jack Ingram
prising that
he shot his
friend m the
face?
(Í ran ted. it
was an acci
dent. And I
think that 1,
like
most
people, will
TALKPACK
agree with
with Jack
that:
shit
happens. So
win then is
the MSM so obsessed with this accident, other than the faet that it is mor
bidly hilarious? To that. I’d h.ive to s.iy that the incident is a char.icterization.a caricature of this administration.This incident reinforces tlie public’s
conception of the current administration; it speaks of the administration’s
past dealings: quick to draw and careless. It’s an e.xample of how these guys
do business.
.According to a recent C?NN/Tinies poll, the administrations appaival
rating is still sagging at around 40 pereent. But in the waning days of this
administration, with less than 1 ,(K K I days remaining.it would appear,at least
thnnigh the public eye, that this administration is rapidly approaching lameduck status. As much as I appreciate the MSM for mudslinging. I think the
public already had distaste for the administration, and I hope the MSM will
move to thoroughly address other, more important issues.
While all this Cheney business is grabbing headlines, other issues of
much greater significance to the American public are being pushed aside.
It’s a disturbing characteristic of the MSM: headline homogenization. The
vast majority of the news focuses on only one or two issues. While news
papers were quick to print the gory details of Cheney’s accident, very few
newspapers have had the testicular fortitude to publish the Danish carica
tures that have been the cause of so much unrest. In response to the criti
cism about the widespread refusal to print the caricatures, many MSM pub
lications have claimed that printing the caricatures would be inappropriate
and insensitive.
Odd word choice to characterize a news media that thrives on contro
versy. Something tells me that had Dick Cheney really blown that guy’s
head olT, every news network would have been scrambling for the gory
accident scene photos. And yet it would be inappropriate to print a draw
ing that has been the basis of so much political turmoil relevant to our
national interests. Discussion has gone on and on about these cartoons, but
so few publications will reprint them to allow the public can witness for
themselves.
It appears that fear, specifically fear of terrorism, has a firm grip over the
media. We, the self-proclaimed bastion of freedom, are afraid to print a car
toon. What does that say about our First Amendment freedom to free
speech and free press? While I enjoy watching politicians being eviscerated
by journalists, I bate it when the mudslinging begins to overshadtiw the
important issues, like Hurricane Katrina. A recent Congressional report had
this to say about our government:
”We are left scratching our heads at the range of inefficiency and inef
fectiveness th.1t characterized government behavior right before and after
this storm. But p.issivity did the most damage.The failure of initiative cost
lives, prolonged suffering, and left all Americans justifiably concerned our
government is no better prepared to pixitect its people than it was before
9/11, even if we are.”
Which begs the question: Are we, as a nation, more secure after 9/11?
To that, I have to s.iy no. We live in a world where all our notions, ideas
and thoughts are being challenged and tested: freedom of speech and press
are just the beginning. The notion that democracy is a universally good
mechanism for peace went down the crapper with Palestine democratical
ly and freely electing an anti-Semitic ternirist organization to lead their
country. The idea of weapons grade plutonium in Iraq was false; the idea of
plutonium in Iran is true. And the thought that the Department of
Homeland Security would be able to secure the homeland from things
other than just terrorist turned out to be a dream.
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W RITE A LETTER
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters for graininar, profani
ties and length. Letters, com m en
taries and cartoons do not represent
the views o f the Mustang Daily.
Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the w riters
full name, phone number, major
and class standing. Letters must
com e from a C'al Poly e-mail
account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the text in
the body o f the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdaily(^gmail.coni

By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
C:al Poly, SLO, CA 93407

CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily suff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per tor the C^al Poly campus and
the neighboring community'. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction sui^estions to mustangdailytegmail.com

N O IT C E
The Mustang 1)aily is a “desig
nated public forum.” Student edi
tors have full authorit)’ to make all
content decisions without censor
ship tir advance approval.
February 21, 2006
Volume LXIX, No. 89 ©2006
Mustang Daily
p rim e d by U n iv e rs ity C ru p h ic s Systems
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M edia, m udslinging
and the governm ent
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Don’t call us
‘Generation Apadiy*
patljy
is tlic
-II e w
buzzword used
to describe our
generation.
Those using
this term claim
that as a genera
From the
tion of college
Conservative
students, we are
Perspective
seltisli, greedy
and
self-cen
tered. They s.iy
we live in a time
that IS iiidividuw it h B r ia n E lle r
alistic, material
istic .iiid egotistic. T hey point to the low voter turnout among col
lege students as case and point. To them, most college students are
so unintormed or uninterested in politics, current events and the
general state of the world around us th.it they won’t even partici
pate in the deniocratu process.
It seems students are more concerned with themselves and their
own problems than those of society. They are disappointed by the
fact that students aren’t priitesting and demonstrating. These critics
of our generation recall that in the ‘60s. student demonstrations
were common events on college campuses. They wonder why stu
dents aren't protesting the war in Iraq or at the very least sliowmg
some kind of opinion.
I’ll admit, our generation isn’t .is involved in the political process
as previous generations, and that there is room for improvement. 1
agree that more college students need to vote and become politi
cally aware. Despite our low' voter turnout. I don’t think it’s accu
rate to label our generation as self-centered or individualistic.
Compared to the past, college students today live in a much differ
ent environment. We are busier than ever and have more distrac
tions than any other generation. We live in the world of iPods, lap
tops and cell phones. We are constantly on the move, studying for
classes, working jobs, going to parties, hanging out with friends and
exploring personal pursuits. We are concerned about the future, but
we are occupied with the present.
Instead of complaining about our generation, we should be cele
brating our strengths and potential. We live in an age of unprece
dented opportunity. We have more access to information through
our internet connections than our parents did in their entire college
education. The technology in our world is constantly changing.
Our generation still cares about helping people and making the
world a better place, but we don’t express that desire through polit
ical activism. Instead of being involved politically, today’s college
student wants to help society through different methods.
One way is by being more committed to school so that we can
help through our future job. This career minded approach should
be applauded, not criticized. Our generation also volunteers more
than ever. According to the Youth Services California Web site for
California’s state universities “...over 135,(KK) students at 23 cam
puses performed a total of .33.6 million hours of community service
annually.”
Our world still has important challenges, but it seems that college
students like other Americans recognize importance of meeting
these challenges. We still have war. but in this war people agree in
the merits of fighting terrorism as aggressively as possible and devel
oping some sort of peace and stability in the Middle East. Although
w’e disagree about the specifics of bow to do this, w'e agree on what
needs to be done.
Our current situation isn’t desperate, and the claims that Iraq is
the “next Vietnam” simply aren’t true. There isn’t any draft and
there aren’t mass casualties. Likewise, college students aren’t
pnitestmg (this makes sense). Although there are many important
issues facing America, most students don’t see how these issues affect
them personally. This lack of care by college students is indicative of
a culture that has few major or obvious problems to become con
cerned about.
Our generation lives in one of the best and brightest times in
American history. Although many are critical of our generation, I
think it’s too early to judge. Personally, I think that after our gen
eration leaves college and enters the workforce, we will be a gener
ation that advanced science, medicine and technology farther than
any other before us.
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Week
A c t iv it ie s S c h e d u le
Monday, Feb. 20

Wednesday, Feb. 22
á N E W Booth - Free Stuff!

N E.W Booth Free Stuff!

a m -3 p IT,, Dexter Ld#n

. a=i. -0 p ;:-., - AterldVvTi
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Club Boxing matches
to am 2 pm uext<e La#n

oiVecJi

Thursday, Feb. 23
Free Bowling & Pizza

N E W B ooth-FreeStuff

Dean Noori’s introduction

Lockheed Martin Tech Day
■ ;l,

-- .

SWE 4th Grade Outreach

9 a m-iOam. Pacher .£tinmentaiv School, San Lu'

Tuesday, Feb. 21

Engineering Club Fair
at SLO Farmers’ Market

* Dress like an Engineer Day!
■ N E W Booth - Free StufP

6 p m-9 p m, Farmers' Market
Downtcwn San Luis Obispo

9 e m-3 p m. Dexter Law

Friday, Feb. 27

■ Engineering Blood Drive

11 a m-3 p m, Molt Gymlawn
S Free Breakfast

■ Ballistics Competition

10am-11 am, DexterLav»n
(Engineenng Clubs test ti}eir
pro(ecble launchers)

7-9 a m., 'yieranda Cafe
(Free breat^ast for aHengneers
plus awards ceremony for club
NB WcompeUons)

■ Townhall Meeting

11 am-Noon, ATL
(Meet Dean Noon'j

■ N.E.W. Booth - Free Stuff!

9 a m-3 p m, Dexter Lawn

■ SWE Celebration Dinner

■ SWE 4th Grade Outreach

10 30 am -2 p.m,, Pacheco,
Monarch Grove, Hawthorne schools

5 pm-9pm, ATL

■ Colloquium Series Speaker

Check out www.eweek.org for
national E-Week activities

‘‘
* " If* '

.

11 90am-1 pm, ATL
Speaker ArunMajumdar

Seniors M a tt Brood (Industrial and M anufacturing Engineering), left, and Gino Valderram a (M aterials Engineering) are co<om m issioners of National Engineers W eek activities on campus. The them e for Cal Poly's N.E.W. activities is "Back to Basics."

onoring the role engineers play in our daily
lives and recognizing college engineering
students for their hard work are two of the
goals of National Engineers Week, a 55-year-old
celebration founded by the National Society of
Professional Engineers.
Cal Poly's College of Engineering Is joining the
national celebration with a week of activities,
including club competitions, free food and drink at
McPhee's, a Society of Women Engineers' out
reach program to 4th grade students in San Luis
Obispo County, a "Dress Like an Engineer Day,"
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C O N S U L T IN G

and two special opportunities to meet new dean
Mohammad N. Noorl. (See schedule at left for a
complete listing).
"Although N.E.W. is designed to recognize en
gineering students, we hope students from every
major will check out the competitions, participate
In the blood drive, and even meet Dr. Noori," says
Materials Engineering student Gino Valderrama,
one of the co-commissioners of N.E.W. activities.
"Our aim is for everyone on campus to recognize
how engineers directly affect their lives and, of
course, have a little fun between classes."

BEST#
FIRM

TO WORK FOR

FINDING SOMETHING YOU’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT doesn t haopen ev«ry day. so when you do find It,
you «iibrace it At Bowig, w« beliew passion b what fuels our tmovattons and mspres oor employees to be
more tfwi they ever thotighf possible As we cootfn^ on our journey To amai^ig destinations, we want you
to help take us there, YouTI be joinir^ an organization known for Its support of teaming both on and off the job,
and one that has abo been hofxjied as higher educations top cxjrporate sponsor Thejobcategonesbefowndude
some of the key sMb we are seeWrtg.

• AerorsautKat Engineenng
• Aerospace Engineenng

• Mechanical EiHfineering

• Businesa/rinance
• Chamicai Engineering
• Civil Engineering

• Payloads

• Electrical Engineering
• Electfomagnetic Engineering
• Embedded Software Engineering
• Industrial Engineering
• Manufacturing Engineering
• Material Science Engineering

• Optics
• Physic»/Math
• Propulsion
• Reliability M aintainability
Testability Engineenng
• Software Engitseering

• Strsictures

RBFs reputation is founded on a commitment to quality, professionalism
and continuing innovation. We provide a vibrant, family-oriented,
team-based environment and exceptional opportunities for professional
success and personal growth and are seeking Discipline Leaders, Project
Managers, Civil Engineers and Designers to collaborate on landmark
development projects throughout the Southwest:
Land Development • Water / Wastewater • Flood Control / Drainage
Water Quality • Transportation & Traffic • Structures
Construction Management *Survey / Mapping / CIS

• Systems Engineering

To view a comprehensive listing of all available positions, please visit: boemg.corrVefn,oloyrnent/college.
Security clearance requuements are indicated m the position listings. U.S. citizenship is necessary for all
positions requiring a sorurity clearance
Boeing B ari equal opportunity employer supporting diversity in the workplace

Apply at. boeing.com/emphyment/coitege

RBF offers excellent compensation and benefits packages, matching
401(k), profit sharing and bonus plans, relocation assistance and
ownership opportunity. Join our team, build your career with us, and
make a difference!

Please visit our website www.RBF.com
Fax: 949.472.8373
Email: hrmail^'rbf.com

WHERE EXCEPTIONAL PEOPLE ARE THE RULE!
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Dr. N oori’s
v isio n for
th e fu tu re
p.

yVeiv College o f Engineering dean aims to break
down barriers betw een technology a n d society
fe live in an age oi arna/ing t tansiorrnation,’' says
the new dean of tfieColle(je of [ ngineering, Dr.
Mohammad N. Noorl. “Irt fields sucfi as materi
als engineering, information tr<finology, and bioengiru-^ring,
technological changes that afftx t ail of society are fiapfiening
almost overnight, and this means that the role of engineers is
also changing."
"Bfx ause new technologies have a critical impact on people's
lives and areas of national concern, we nerxJ to break down
barriers between technology and society, and engineers neeri
to take a more active role in shaping public policy."
What is Cal Poly's role in this vision for the future, according
to Dean Noori? He says: "Our challenge is to reshape engineer ing education, and 1believe, without a doubt, that Cal Poly is
positioned to lead the cfiarge.
"The polytechnic philosophy coupled with Cal Poly's hands
on emphasis aruf CTNCj's initiatives in Project [3as«J Learning
create a strong foundation for educating the new engineering
workforce. In addition, I hof)e to create more multidiscifilinary
programs arxi to facilitate more effedivr^ collalioration cirnong

Or. Noori tours tho construction sito fo r th e Bonderson Student Projects
Center, w hich is scheduled to open in May.

"More than anything, lam extremely pleased
to join this distinguished campus andprogrami,
and I'm excited by the growth and new
opportunitie:^ ahead. It's quite a privilege
to be part o f a vibrant environment where
sspiratioro formulate mto vision.

see DR NOC’RI, E-4

Dr. Mohammad N. Noori
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The technologies we create define leading-edge. So do our opportunities, loin
Raytheon, one of the world's most admired defense and aerospace systems
suppliers, aiid apply your mind in ways that you've always tiwught possible

INFO jG ARD

Advance engineering with a diversity of people and talents. Take on challenges
that defy conventional thinking. And meet us at tfie forefront of innovation.
Visit our website below for more details.
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rayjobs.com/campus
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clubs

New w eb site
F

ru s tra ta i l)y the in a bility to access irifotrnation
about clubs on ( arnpus quickly, Cal Poly students
t ' ÎV' '
T/'w'♦ * »
Shasta Palmer (Ifidustrial fe d in o lo q y ), Jason
Schulberg (.V.e< hank al ( riqineering) and Edward Cle
ments (M an ufad uriiK ) [n g in e e iin q ) have develofK ^j
a ofK' s to f)o n linedin-sgoty
PolyClubs.com.
"W hen v>ye started at Cal Poly, vve th o u (d it fin d in g
irilo rm a tio n about clubs w ou ld lie easier," Palmer
says, "I here w ere flii'rs everyw here and (‘venis |)osled
on various w elisites, b u t some of those hadrr't been
updatf'd in years. Just fin d irirj out th e basics — like
tors can post questions or com m ents to club
w fu 're and w I khi (iu b m eetings w ere scheduled and
officers. Tfie site currently features 22 clubs,
w hat proje< ts the clubs w ere currently w o rkin g on
ra nijing from tlie Socif'ty of W oriK'n higinc'c'rs
was d ifficu lt. Because so many club projects are
and th e American Marketing Asscxiation to
m ulti disi ipliiiary, there seernerJ like a real need for
the Cal Poly Line Dancirig Ciub and Vines
on< - ( entrali site Vv'itli all tfic' key inform ation."
to Wines.
schullreii), [in^sident of tic-* Cal Poly SociiHy of Au
"Thesite is not intended to take
tvirnotive 1 noirieers (SAI ) fo rm u la Car C!ul>, says the
the'
place of the d u b 's own wellsite,"
prim arv putp>)s^' of the siti' is to im prove < Iub proj
says Palmer, "only to support the
ts and itii r^Ms“ ' iu b participation. ".Viost proj'^ds
d u b s by ptovidinc) a central
bi-ri-'fit from a m ulti disciplinary club nvvnbership,
*
location w here it's easy to access
and f'oly( lubs.com is designed ro make it easiiM for
■'Minfo w itli a couple of dicks,"
stu d'a it >! ill majors to ()<-t inwol^ivl w ith clul>s they
m ight jio t ha> 'M o rtsirii'ii-d <>pi»ti to tlie rn bc'foi<-."
Developers of PolyClubs.com are, left to
^
Aiof.g vvitfi ari updatC'd i aloruJar and a d u i) io r ita d
right; Jason Schulberg (ME), Shasta Palmer
■Jitf ■lory, I’o lyC lubs.iom iricludc's forum s w he re visi
(IT) and Edward Qements (ME).
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Dr. Noori
and Ix'tw e en departm ents, so that the nc-'Xt generation
of erujineers v^/ill have a m ore w ell rounded education.
"We also nc'c'd to continue b uildini) strong partrier
ships w ith iridustry and de\/elop a robust mastc'r's
d<‘
|)rc)(irarn efforts that w ill increase student in

S o la r T u r b in e s

volvem ent in c u ttin ip e d ije research, w hile also giving
faculty increased o pp o rtu n itie s to stay up to-date w ith
the rapid f)ace of tc'chnological developm ent.
"Mc'anwhile, diversity and globalization are very
irnfrortant as[»e>cts of th e vjo rld today. To produce en
(jineers w h o c a ri better understaridand, therefore, bet
ter serve society, w e nr-x'd m ore fac ulty rnr'tnbers from
u tiiir'rrep rese nte ij groups and m ore fernak' professors.

Haas Autom ation Inc.
Meet the largest machine tool
builder in the United States.

A C a te r p illa r C o m p a n y

Solar Turbines proudly supports the
Cal Poly College of Engineering
and welcomes students to learn more
about employment opportunities with
Solar Turbines Incorporated
headquartered in San Diego
www.solarturbines com
619-544-5000
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"I look forw ard to w orking on these goals w ith our
im pressive students, dedicated faculty and staff, loyal
alijrnni, and supportive friends arid industry partners.
More tfian anything, I am extrem ely pleasf'iJ to join this
distinguished cangrus and program , and I’m exciterj
by th e g ro w th and new opportiinitic'S ahead. It's q u ite
a p riv ik xg ' to I k ' part of a vibrant environm ent w here
aspirations form ulate in to vision."

rom its world-class m an u 
facturing facility in O xnard,
the com pany ships m ore
m achine tools per m onth than
any other m anufacturer In
Am erica, If not the w orld.
M odern m achine tools are
high -preci
sion, com pu t
er-controlled
devices th at
are used to
cut and shape
m etal, w ood,
plastic, ce
ramics and
other m ateri
als. Because
th e m achine
tool indus
try supplies
eq u ip m en t to every sector of
industry, it is considered th e
backbone of all m anufactur
ing, and m achine to o l sales are
often used as a baro m eter of
th e nation's econom ic health.
Haas was able to build, sell
and ship more th an 1 0 ,0 0 0

F

machines in 2 0 0 5 — a num ber
to challenge any m achine tool
builder in the w orld.
Today, Haas A utom ation
builds a full line of CMC verti
cal m achining centers, h o ri
zontal m achining centers, CMC
lathes and
rotary products.
The com pany
also builds a
variety of spe
cialty machines,
including 5-axis
m achining cen
ters, m oldm aking m achining
centers, to o l
room machines
and gantry ro u t
ers. At a tim e
w hen m any U.S. com panies
are m oving offshore to reduce
costs, Haas A utom ation con
tinues to m anufacture all of its
products in-house at its facility
in O xnard, CA. The com pany
currently em ploys m ore than
1,20 0 people.

Haas Automation, Inc.
2800 Sturgis Road, Oxnard, CA 93030.
www.haasiobs.com.
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B uilding

Two n e w buildings w ill p ro p e l the Cal Poly College o f Engineering into the future
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Cem ent w orkers lay th e foundation for Engineering IV, above,
and below , the Bonderson Student Project Center.
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Fram ing the three-story Engineering

Bonderson Student
Projects Center
■ S q u a re F t 1 9 ,0 0 0 « S to r ie s 1 -1 /2

■ Architect Jolm Trautman
■ Description Specialized space for individual and collab
orative, multidisciplinary student pro|ects
■ B uilding highlights Group work and assembly areas.
telecommurVcations laboratory, networking laboratory, robot
ics lab, mechanioMevioteteb, erwirorvnentai lab, cemputer •
modeling and syalems labs, and supporting shop areas.
■ Estimated com platlon date May 2006

m echanical assistance.

Engineering IV
« S q u a re F t. 1 04 ,0 0 0 ■ S to rie s 3

■ Architect AC Martin
■ Description Classrrjoms, ottices and labs tor AERO, ME,
CE/ENVE, IME and the College ot Engineering
■ Building highlights Includes latest high-tech er^uipment,
such as la.sers for mapping, visualization, and velocity
measurement in the w i^ and water tunnel labonHones,
scanring electron and optical rrHcroscopes, and helicopter
controls and gyrtucope conhots test syaksite.
■ lad fn ated oomptetton <M a Spring 2007

Last summer, ironworkers erected the skeletofi of the Bonderson Student
Project Center, above mldcNe, and fo r the three-story Engineering IV.
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Cal Poly
SHPE wins
national
competition
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Hispanic stu d en t engineers have m ade
a habit o f creating winning designs
or the fourth straight year,Cal Poly's student
chapter of the Society of Hispanic Professional En
gineers (SHPE) has earner! first place in a national
design competition.
Cal Poly teams finished first, third and fourth in the
student chapter design contest at the SHPE National
Technical Career Conference in Orlando, Florida, in
January. The first-place team, whidi included mechani
cal enginefMing students Frank Fopez from Bakersfield
and Flavio Acosta from Santa Paula, business student
Daisy Cisneros from Santa Maria, and electrical engirueering students Bruce Lozano and Enrique Quiutero,
both from Bakersfield, arrd Ruben Rodriguez from
Santa Paula, won for tfieir design for a Sound-Activated Baby MolFile.
’'Alonr) with providing a sound monitoring system
for parents, our all in one system utilizes a sound sen
sor to determine wfien a baby is crying and activates

F

Cal Poly's winning team at the Society of Hispanic Engineers (SHPE) national conference designed a Sound-Activated Baby Mobile.

a mcatorizcxl mobile, crib light and music,’' says Acosta.
"The judges liked our idea, our implementation and
the presentatiorr of our marketing plan.”
Acosta says inspiration for the project came from
Lopez, the team leader, who has a sister who recently
had a baby, and says Cal Poly's history of success at the
conference served as motivation for his group. "We
definitely wanted to keep our winning traditicm,” he
says. "The conference is huge for us, with hundreds of
workshops and Ic^ts of networking with Flispanic engi
neers from all over the country. We're prcxid to have
kept the winning streak going at such an important

event.”
The tfiird place team from Cal Poly designtxl a "Uni
versal Vibrating Foot Sleeve" and was comprised of
team leader Miguel Cabrera, Miguel Hernandez, Lucas
Oliveira, Mark Welch, Aric Stone and Jarubutr Dansilasirithavorn. The fourth place team, which designed
"The Ultimate Motorcycle Navigation Kit,” included
Alex Padilla, Veronica Cuevas, Richard Gomez and
Jesus Diaz
For more information on SHPE, see oneshpe.sfipe.
org. Information on Cal Poly's SHPE chapter is available
at www.csc.calpoly.edu/~shpe/.

A lc o n .

O n e a f i h e w o r l d 's l a r g e s i a n i l m o s t d i v e r s e
p r o v id e r s o f te d w ie o l p r o fe s s io n a l s e r v ic e s
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The W orld’s
Leading Eye Care
Com pany

With annual revenues exceeding $5 billion. Jacobs
Engineering Group Inc. is offers full-spectrum support
to indu.slrial, commercial, and government clients across
multiple markets. Jacobs luigineering Group Inc. has
more than 55 vears
in the industry'
»
«r and we have attracted
and retained clients by providing superior customer value.
Our mission is to be the best at providing those services
and to meet or surpass the expectations of our clients, em
ployees, and shareholders.

Alcon Laboratories has been selected as one
of the “100 Best Com panies to Work For”
every year In F o rtu n e M a g a z in e since 1999
At Alcon, we develop, manufacture and market ophthalmic pharmaceuti
cals, ophthalmic surgical equipment and devices, contact lens care prod
ucts and other consumer eye care products that treat diseases and condi
tions of the eye With the exception of eye-glasses and contact lenses,
we operate in all areas of ophthalmology. Our broad range of products
represents the strongest portfolio in the ophthalmic industry, and we have
leading market share positions across most product categories.

We are very excited about our visit to Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo on March 2nd and 3rd.
Please spend some time with our representatives to
learn more about current opportunities for engineering
and construction management students. Contact the career
center for more information about our on-site recruitment
event.
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
www.jacobs.com

E-6 Paid Advertising Seetton
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We recruit at Cal Poly SLO for our facility located in Irvine, California for co
ops, contract career, and temporary employment for entry level engineers.
Our facility manufactures and designs surgical equipment and devices
used in cataract and vitreoretinal surgery. At the ITC (Irvine Technology
Center) we work to create a leader in the surgical instrumentation busi
ness for Alcon Our organization consists of manufacturing, research and
development technical services, quality, finance, IT, human resources, and
materialsAwa rehousing
Alcon Manufacturing, Ltd *1 5800 Alton Parkway • Irvine, CA 92618
www.alconlabs.com
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Cal Poly SWE's “Outstanding Women in Engineering and Technology" award winners were, left to right: Betsy
Sale (CE/ENVE), Andrea Ramirez (CE/ENVE), Jennifer Overgaag (CPE), Eileen Mick (CE/ENVE) and Teresa Su (EE).

Poly’s SWE chapter
honors five women
C

al Poly's Society of Women Engi
neers, in cooperation with HewlettPackard, has chosen five of its mem
bers to receive the Outstanding Women in
Engineering and Technology award.
Chosen from 15 nominees, the winners
are: Eileen Mick, master's student In civil
and environmental engineering from San
Luis Obispo; Jennifer Overgaag, computer
engineering senior, Pinedale; Andrea

Ramirez, master's student in civil and
environmental engineering, Tucson, Ariz.;
Betsy Sale, civil engineering senior, Pleas
ant Hill; and Teresa Su, electrical engineer
ing senior, Fremont.
Student candidates for this award were
ranked using four criteria: faculty recom
mendations, demonstrated leadership,
related work experience and grade point
average.

We believe that by applying the highest business ethics
and visionary thinking — everything Is within our reach,
and yours.
Like creating systems vital to the safety and security of our nation.
Like shaping the latest technological breakthroughs that redefine
defense, Information technology, and commercial business. Like
delivering countless systems and products that reflect the best
ideas of people around the globe. This is our view at Lockheed
Martin. W e’d like to learn yours.

visit us at

Lockheed Martin Technology Day

Lockheed Martin and
Cal Poly — a winning combo
cxkheed Martin likes Cal Poly's prod
uct. In fact, the company qualifies as
a loyal "repeat customer" because
year after year it ranks as a top employer
of College of Engineering grads.
But LMCO (Lockheed Martin Corpora
tion) does more than just hire Cal Poly
alumni; It also provides direct support to
engineering students, faculty, and pro
grams, while many company represen
tatives also serve as important industry
liaisons and advisors to the college.
"Lockheed Martin is an extrennely
generous corporate donor and it puts its
money in highly productive areas," notes
Michelle Jenkins, director of Corporate
Relations for CENG. "The company gives
to departments, such as AERO, ME and EE,
and to student groups. Including SWE,
the ESC, SHPE, AIA^ and IEEE. They
provide student awards and scholarships,
and they support academic labs and pro
grams; in fact they just finished paying on
a $300,000 pledge for the Space Systems
Master's Program. Plus, LMC unden^/rites
faculty applied research through project
grants and, especially, the Lockheed Mar
tin Endowed Professorship."
Founded in 1994 with a gift of $400,000,
the endowed professorship provides twoyear stipends for research. The first recipi
ent, Dr. Jin Tso used his grant to expand
the Aerodynamics Lab. "Not only did the
endowmata
.

L

Thursday, February 23rd
Drop by anytime between 11am - 4 pm
Advanced Technology Lab (Bldg. 007)
Technology Demonstrations, Food, and Prizes!
Bring your resume and explore opportunities.

^Simply put, Lockheed Martin sup
ports Cal Polys engineering program
because there's so many brilliant
students there. Our company works
on projects o f profound national im
portance and we need the very best
talent available. We especially support
the school's efforts to bring women
and underrepresented minorities into
technological fields..

Join one of the foremost systems engineering, software, and
systems integration companies in the world.
Lockheed Martin is now hiring nationwide for:

•
•
•
•

Tory Bruno
Vice President &Program Manager
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company

Engineers
Computer Scientists
Physicists
Mathematicians

Visit our Web site at: www.lockheedmartin.coin/career$
Tso; "but It paid ongoing dividends for
senior projects and master's students.”
Many of the Cal Poly students who
receive direct or indirect support from
Lockheed Martin today, may well end up
in LMCO offices tomorrow. Alumnus Rick
Baker is now an IMCO vice president and
general manager. He states: "Needless, to
say, I have a great many Cal Poly alums on
my staff. All of them are excellent employ
ees, with tremendous attitudes and great
skills. I will continue to utilize this univerù ty UttJong ¿64.dm.wjth hAACXXl .1

6

««i

for complete details on our college recruiting program.
A n eq u a l opportunity employer.

Voted 1st C hoice E m p lo y e r by
u n d erg ra d u a te e n g in e e rin g and
science students in 2 0 05.
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studentath letes
T

p ^ ^ r is Gocong, a
biomedical enginn ^ m g major, set
diooi record J
ir$ad($jast I
’ season.
m

he College of Enginef?ring has a rich his
tory of students who have excelled in
athletics, but 2005 may have markifd a
watershed year thanks to the sports exploits
of two student-athletes. Baseball pitcher
Garrett Olson and football defensive end
Chris Gocong garnered headlines, scfiool re
cords and future professional dollars for bril
liant seasons on the diamond and gridiron.
%

ff
lil

Olson, a m echanical r^ngiru ering rriajor, l(><j
th e NCAA DiCision ! A in in tiin ' . i^arhed and
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iViujor League orai ( wht -11 newasUte 16iu
pick Py the BallmioreOnoies.
Thr> H t handed Olsr^ ^vho
fimsfted the season with a
12-4 record and an earnerJ
run average of 2.71 in 1 il6 in**
nings signed a contract with
the Orioles worth more than
$700,000.
Gocong, a biomedical
engineering major, won the
Buck Buchanan Award as
the best defensive player in
Di ision l-AA aftof» -ordinn

15^
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school-record 21.5 sacks, 98 total tackles and returning a fumble-recovery for
a touchdown during the Mustangs' 9-4 season.
According to Cal Poly football coach Rich Ellerson, accomplishment
was a result of "the effort he produces from snap to whistle, and the effort
in the classroom and the weight room. He's getting a degree in biomedical
engineering from one of the most respected programs in the country in that
field. All of his success is more due to his consistency and effort in all that he
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Get your hands on today's most advanced
military aircraft — without enlisting.
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Join UL in one of these areas: Aerosoace
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Iran takes tough stance in
talks on Russian proposal
to resolve nuclear crisis
Vladim ir Isachenkov

^SS<HIM I 1) I'kl ss

MCACOW
Ir.m took a
tonsil stanco in liijih-protlk- talks
Monday on tin- Kremlin's otter to
enrieli uraniiiin in Kiissia.seen as a
last ehanee tor Lehran to stave off
international sanetioiis.
Iran's top negotiator dismissed
kiissia's call for liis coiintiy to
treeze its domestic enrichment
program, and the two delegations
ended the day of nuclear talks
without any apparent hreakthrough.
1 he Kiissi.in otVer. hacked by the
United States aiul Lurope, was
widely seen as the final opportuni
ty for Iran to address the West's
concerns before a March (> meet
ing ot the U.N.’s Intern.itional
.\tom ic I’nergy .Agency, which
iiuikl st.irt a process leading to
U.N. Security (.anincil sanctions.
Ir.m ilefends its right to m.imtam
a domestic enrii liinent progr.im,
which the Uniteil States and other
Western nations suspect is a cewerup h)r a we.ipoiis progr.im. Iran
in s is t s U s nuclear .ictivits is solely
ge.ired toward generating energy.
Kussian Eoreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov s.iid after the talks that Iran
should resume the moratorium on
uranium enrichment that it broke
last month and assuage interna
tional concerns about its nuclear
activities to avoid Security Ckiimcil
intervention.
“To achieve that, it’s important
for Iran to resume a moratorium
on uranium enrichment on its ter
ritory and continue contacts
between all interested parties to
achieve mutually acceptable agree
ments,” Lavrov said.
Enrichment is a process that can
produce either fuel for a nuclear
reactor or material for a warhead.
The head of the Iranian delega
tion in Moscow, Ali Hosseinitash,
rejected any link between the
Russian plan and demands for Iran
to restore a freeze on uranium
enrichment. According to Russia’s
ITAR-Tass news agency, he said
Iran did not intend to renounce its
right to produce nuclear fuel
domestically.
Iran’s
Foreign
Minister
Manouchehr Mottaki, speaking in
Hrussels where he met with
European Union otTicials, also reaf
firmed Tehran will continue

mick'.ir ivsc.irch even it it .u eepts
Russi.i's enrichment offer.
“It we re.icli some compromise
... we can continue our coopera
tion from where we are now,’’
Mottaki said. “ It me.ms the
research department continues its
activity ami Russia's prtiposal is for
iiKijor nuclear fuel proiluction.”
But he told the European
B.irlianient’s foreign affairs com
mittee that "nuclear weapons are
not in Iran’s interest.”
EU foreign policy chief Javier
Sol.ina said the talks with Mottaki
had failed to resolve Iran’s nuclear
standotf with the West.
In Moscow, the otTice t>f Igor
l\.mo\. the head of Russia's presi
dential Security (knnuil. issued a
terse statement .ifter the closed
meeting between Russia and Ir.m,
saying that negotiators h.ul "agreed
to continue talks.”
I he Eoreign Ministry said the
talks will continue luesday.
Analysts had w.irned against
expecting .i dei isi\e outcome
Monday, saying th.it .my break
through would more likely emerge
(.luring Russian atomic energy
chid Sergei Kiriyenko's visit to
Iran on Ehursday.
Lavrov sai(.l he luipes that the
meeting w ill register “ Iran’s fulfill
ment of the IAEA’s rei|uests,”
referring to the nuclear watchdog’s
efforts to determine whether
Tehran has tried to develop atomic
weapons.
Tensions escalated earlier this
month w'hen the IAEA reported
Iran to the Security Ckiuncil. Iran
responded by suspending certain
aspects of its co-operation with the
IAEA — including allowing sur
prise inspections of its nuclear
facilities — and confirmed that it
had resumed small-scale uranium
enrichment
Experts have said Iran would
like its scientists to have access to
the Russian enrichment facility
and hope to retain the right to
conduct some part of the enrich
ment process at home.
IAEA
chief
Mohammed
EIBaradei recently suggested that
the
international community
might have no choice but to accept
small-scale enrichment in Iran as a
condition for Tehran’s agreement
to move its full ptxigram abroad, a
diplomat familiar with ElBaradei’s
thinking said Sund,iy.
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Bergelectric Corp.
C on tractors & E n g in eers
(800)734-2374 • www.bergelectric.com

9 Since 1946, Bergelectric Corp. has developed Into one of the largest
and most sophisticated electrical contractors in the country. W e
generate annual revenues of more than $ 3 0 0 million, supporting over
2 ,0 0 0 employees.
9 Hundreds of outstanding men and v/omen enjoy the stability of
Bergelectric and are proud to be a part of the Bergelectric family.
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Los Angeles
San Diego
O range County
Las Vegas
Portland
Sacramento
Orlando
Denver
Phoenix
Raleigh

CAHILL CONTRACTORS, INC.
ASSISTANT PROJECT M A N A G E R & PROJECT ENGINEER POSITIONS

Cahill Contractors. Inc. is a San
Francisco based m edium sized
co m m ercial
construction
co m p an y. W e specialize in fast
track / phased d e ve lo p m en t
projects, multi-unit residential
projects & seismic rehabilitation.
The majority of our work is
n e g o tia te d .
Cahill Contractors, Inc. is a
m em b er of the US G reen
Building Council.
Please visit our hom e p a g e ,
w w w .cahill-sf.com , for m ore
inform ation.
Cahill Contractors, Inc. is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
W e offer our em p lo yees
generous com pensation an d
benefit p a ck ag e s including top
salaries, profit sharing an d full
health an d dental co v e ra g e .
ASSISTANT PROJECT M A N A G E R
POSITION

This is a mid level m a n a g e m e n t
position that offers individuals
with some experien ce in
construction the opportunity to
further
d e v e lo p
their
professional skills. The ideal
c a n d id a te for this position is
m otivated, organized, possesses
excellent com m unication skills
a n d c a n m a n a g e significant
portions of a construction
project.
Assistant Project M anagers are

I t t aW y

to j o i n

typically assigned to o n e large
or tw o m edium sized projects.
They work primarily out of our
m ain office a n d a tte n d to tasks
a t the jobsite as necessary to
m e e t the dem and s of their
projects. During pre-construction.
Assistant Project M anagers
p rep a re estimates a n d assist
with bidding. They help Project
M an agers to p rep are co n trac t
docum ents,
including
bid
packages,
subcontracts,
c h a n g e orders, submittals a n d
RFI's. They also assist with
scheduling a n d m a n a g e m e n t
of subcontractors. O ften, they
will
be
responsible
for
coordination
of
the
m ec h a n ical a n d electrical
trades. At the jobsite, they
work closely with the Project
Superintendent to resolve field
g e n e ra te d issues. They also
lea d
jobsite
coordination
meetings.
Assistant Project M anagers are
one of the primary links with the
Design Consultants an d the
Owner.
PROJECT ENGINEER POSITION

This
is
a
junior
level
m a n a g e m e n t position that
offers individuals with limited
experien ce in construction the
opportunity to learn hands on
estim ating, m a n a g e m e n t an d

co m m ercial
construction
practices. The ideal c a n d id a te
for this position is m o tivated ,
organized, possesses excellent
co m m unication skills, a n d is
e a g e r to learn.
Project Engineers are typically
assigned to o n e large or two
m edium sized projects. They
split their tim e b e tw e e n our
m ain office a n d the jobsite as
necessary
to
m eet
the
d em an d s of their projects. In
the office. Project Engineers
assist with quantity take-offs,
bidding a n d estim ating.
They also assist Project M anagers
with tracking of co n tract
docum ents
and
resolving
field -g en erated questions. At
the jobsite. Project Engineers
are responsible for learning
safe construction p ractice,
docum enting changes, tracking
schedules, overseeing sub
contractors an d assisting the
Project Superintendent with
record keeping. They also
p a rtic ip a te
in
jobsite
coordination meetings. Our
intent is to expose Project
Engineers to all aspects of a
construction project by giving
them a significant level of
responsibility. They are not
limited to a specific group of
tasks.

425 CA14FORNIA STREET - SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94104 - (415J 986-0600 - www.cahill-sf.com
CONTACT: CHjRJSPAJUCER
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Are you ready to grow quickly?
C o m e

to

t h e

A r c h ite c tu r e

&

E n v ir o n m

e n ta l

D e s ig n

J o b

F a ir

'r Meet com pany representatives
> Learn about our M anagement Training Program
> Learn about our sum m er Internship Program
> Learn about full-time.employment

I

Gothic Landscape, Inc. is one of the largest privately owned landscape
contractors in the Southwest with branches in Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Phoenix and
San Diego with over 1700 employees and over $150M in sales. We specialize in
landscape construction and maintenance for residential master-planned community
developers, public works and industrial commercial developers. We are dedicated to
creating long-term relationships with clients by providing the best possible service.
At each of our branches, internships and outstanding career opportunities exist
with excellent salaries, incentive bonuses and benefits for;
Account Managers
Estimators
Purchasing Agents
Irrigation Technicians
Project Managers
Sales Personnel
Foremen
Spray Technicians
Supervisors
V ,

wy .

Gothic
Grounds
Management, Inc
Please stop by our table at the Job Fair, Wednesday, February 22, 2006, 9:30 a m. - 2:30 p.m.
Or visit us at http://Www.qothiciandscape.com
f-r
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C om panies ofier space
services for remains o f people
vvithout deep pockets
Mike Schneider
ass ( h :iateo hkess

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Scotty will be blasted into space —
not beamed up — and Gordo is
returning for his third flight.
The planned launch sometime in
March o f a rocket carrying the
ashes of actor James Doohan, who
played chief engineer Montgomery
Scott on “Star Trek,” and Mercury
program astronaut Gordon C'ooper
will give a fitting send-off to two
men who helped popularize human
space exploration.
The craft also will hold the ashes
of 185 others, including a telephone
technician, a nurse and a college
student.
Their families paid $995 to
$5,3(K) for the flight, being con
ducted by one of a handful of
growing businesses hoping to give a
space experience to the common
folk.
“It broadens the market, which is
important to us because our whole
business plan is about getting more
people access to space,” said Harvin
Moore o f Space Services Inc. of
Houston, which is sponsoring the
ashes flight. “Space needs to be
affordable for all in some way.”
Along with these services, space
tourism businesses hope to send
customers into suborbital space at a

providing the best in world-class
^

cost of $25,000 to $250,000 a per
son, far less than the $20 million
businessman Ciregory Olsen paid
Russia last fall for a ride to the
International
Space
Station.
Richard Bransons company,Virgin
Galactic, already has 100 people
who have paid $200,000 apiece for
flights, which the company has said
it hopes to begin in 2008.
Kathie Mayo knew her 19-yearold daughter would have loved the
idea of having her ashes sent into
space. Rachael Mayo died in 2003
from complications of Hodgkin’s
lymphoma.
“She would have said ‘It’s about
time. Mom, rather than keeping my
ashes around the house,” ’ said
Kathie Mayo of Winona, Minn.
Another
company,
ZeroG
Aerospace Inc. of Seattle, hopes to
launch a rocket next month with
mementoes from by people who
paid as little as $49.95.
Colorado-based Beyond-Earth
Enterprises plans to launch a rocket
on a brief flight in October with
hair samples or fingernail clippings
sent by people who paid $34.95 for
the “DNA kit” package. The com
pany will also transport science
experiments — no animals allowed
— for $2,5(M).
So far, the response to BeyondEarth’s services has been in the low
hundreds, said CEO Joe Latrell.
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i^ovidirtg VMxtd class construction services to make ocr dierrts successlul that's o ir guidirtg principle at Skanska W e re the name behitxl lanrknar k
and mission critical projects throughout the U.S. Our broad expertise and
irrtovative protect planning, execution arxt management techniques make
us the coniractor-of-choice for any size protect or capital building program
in any industry. IMten you ireed the best in general construction services,
turn to Skanska. W e ll ensure your next protect is a world-class success

SK A N SK A

Skanska USA Building IrK
WWW skanskausa com

ROSENDIN ELECTRIC, INC.
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For over 80 years our em ployees have perform ed
as if they own the business...

E I

That's because they do!
San Jose • San Francisco • Los Angeles • New Mexico • Arizona • Oregon • Nevada
100% Employee Owned

(408) 286-2800

www.rosendin.com

Building Quality ~ Building Value ~ Building People
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R I C K
Landscape Architecture
Lhvision

Rick Engineering Company Landscape A rchitecture
Division located in beautiful San Diego, C alifornia is
seeking both qualified entry level and sum m er internship
candidates.
Rick Engineering Com pany is an award
winning m ulti-discipline design and engineering firm
providing an im pressive wide range o f services including
site planning, urban design, park/recreational planning and
landscape
architecture.
Visit
our
web
site
at
www .rickem iineennH.com to view our sam ple projects and
a com plete com pany profile.
Candidates should be creative, highly-m otivated and
possess a positive attitude tow ards learning and working as
part of a team.
Job duties include supporting project
managers with the preparation o f all phases o f design and
construction docum ents. A good working know ledge o f
Auto-CAD and Photoshop and good hand graphics are
required.
These arc career track positions that offer unparalleled
opportunities for professional growth with a com petitive
financial benefits package. O ur division is grow ing and we
are looking for com m itted individuals who can grow with
us.
Visit our booth at Cal P oly's Architectural and
Environm ental C areer Fair on Feb. 22 and meet with Jim
Kuhlken, Principal in charge of the Landscape A rchitecture
Division and a 1979 Cal Poly graduate. Resumes can be emailed to employ mentC« rickengineerim i.com .
'<939 Hib,-H Sttiit, Suite 207 -San Dietio,California 9 2 t 31 "(858 )586 - 6 tj8 0 "FAX:(85 S)586 6<)7 9 Tickenqineering com
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British historian pleads guilty
to denying the H olocaust, gets
3-year sentence in Austria
Veronika Oleksyn
ASSOt lA ThI) PkESS

VIENNA, Austria — Kightwing British historian David Irving
pleaded guilty Monday to denying
the Holocaust and was sentenced
to three years in prison, even alter
conceding he wrongly said there
were no Nazi gas chambers at the
Auschwitz concentration camp.
Irving, handculTed and wearing a
navy blue suit, arrived in court car
rying a copy ot one ot his most
c'ontroversial btioks — “ Hitler's
War." which challenges the extent
ot the Holocaust.
“I made a mistake when 1 said
there were no gas chambers at
.Vuschwitz.” Irving told the court
betöre his sentencing, at which he
faced up to in years m prison.
He also expressed sorrow “tor all
the innocent people who died dur
ing the Second W'orld War."
But he insisted he never wrote a
book .ibout the Holocaust, which
he c.iiled “just a Iragment of my
.ire.i ot interest."
“In no way did I deny the
killings of millions ot people by the
Nazis." testified Irving, who has
written nearlv .Ao b»ioks.
Irvings lawyer iihmediately
announced he would appeal the
sentence.
“ I consider the verdict a little

too stringent. I would say it’s a bit
of a message trial,” Elmar Kresbach
said.
Irving appeared shocked as the
sentence was read. Moments later,
an elderly man who identified
himself as a family friend called
init, “Stav strong, David! Stav
strong!" before lie was esctirted
from the courtroom.
Irving, b7, has been in custody
since his November arrest on
charges stemming from two
speeches he gave in Austria in
in which he was accused of deny
ing the Nazis' extermination of (>
million Jews. He has contended
that most o f those who died at
concentration camps such as
.'\uschwitz succumbed to diseases
such as typhus rather than execu
tion.
f ile court convicted Irving after
his guilty plea under the
law,
which applies to “whoever «.leiiies.
grossly plays down, approves tir
tries to excuse the National
Socialist genocide
or other
National Socialist crimes against
humanity in a print publication, m
broadcast or other media.”
■Austria w.is llitler's birthplace
and once was run by the Nazis.
Irving's trial came amid new —
and fierce — debate over freedom
see Holocaust, page 23

I t ’s our p e o p l e w h o m ak e g r e a t pl a c e s !

'‘A t M BH we have created a unique work ethic
that bring us the verybest-the best people and
the best dients.“
•John McNulty, Founder
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As the largest architecture firm in the East Bay, our
employees voted us as one of the Top 100 employers
in the Bay Area per the SF Business Times. W e have
a combined staff of 170 in two offices in Alam eda and
Newport Beach.
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CU R REN T OPPORTUNtTHES;
■ Project Managers
■ Job Captains
■ Drafters
■ Designers (Architectural)
■ Interns

Send yo u r resum e to: resume8@mbharch.com
Fax: 510.865.1611
For a more detailed description of these and other
available positions at MBH, please visit our website at

www.mbharch.com
I

W e offer competitive salaries and bonuses, as well as
an excellent benefits package.

MBH
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of expression in Europe, where the
printing and reprinting of unflatter
ing caricatures of the Prophet
Muhammad has triggered deadly
protests worldwide.
Kresbach said last month the con
troversial Third li^eich historian was
getting up to 300 pieces of fan mail
a week from supporters around tlie
world and was writing his memoirs
in detention under the working title
“Irvings War.”
Irving was arrested Nov. 1 I in the
southern Austrian province of Styria
on a warrant issued in 19K0. He was
charged under a federal law that
makes it a crime to publicly dimin
ish, deny or justify the Holocaust.
Irving had tried to win his provi
sional release on $24,000 bail, but a
Vienna court refused, saying it con
sidered him a flight risk.
Within two weeks of his arrest, he
asserted through his lawyer that he
had come to acknowledge the exis
tence of Na/i-era gas chambers.
Ik'fore the trial began, Irving told
reporters he now acknowledges that
the Nazis systematically slaughtered
Jews during World War II.

“History is like a constantly grow
ing tree,” he said.
In the past, however, he has
claimed that Adolf Hitler knew little
if anything about the Holocaust, and
he has been quoted as saying there
was “not one shred of evidence” the
Nazis carried out their “ Final
Solution” to exterminate the Jewish
population on such a massive scale.
Vienna’s national court, where the
trial is being held, ordered the bal
cony gallery closed to prevent pro
jectiles from being thrown down at
the bench, the newspaper Die Presse
reported Sunday.
It quoted officials as saying they
were bracing for Irving’s supporters
to give him the Nazi salute or shout
out pro-Hitler slogans during the
trial.
In 2000, Irving sued American
Holocaust scholar Deborah Lipstadt
for libel in a liritish court but lost.
The presiding judge in that case,
C'harles Ciray, wrote that Irving was
“an active Holocaust denier ... antiSemitic and racist.”
Irving has had numerous run-ins
with the law over the years.
in 1992, a judge in Germany fined
him the equivalent of $6,000 for
publicly insisting the Nazi gas cham
bers at Auschwitz were a hoax.
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Overaa Construction has given
real-world, hands-on learning to
Cal Poly students tlie last tw'o summers.
Want to Join them?
Oui' reciTuting team will be at the
Arcliitectm’al and Enviromnental
Career Fair

We want to meet voii!
We are a premier Bay Area company,
actively recruiting
INTERNS AND CO-OP STUDENTS
for Spring and Summer 2006.
We invite you to sign up for an interview.
Please stop by our table at the fair
or contact Maggie Wliite,
Human Resource Manager
(510)231-551
m aggi e w @o v eraa.c om
Visit our Web site: www.overaa.com
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Career Open House!
(1 week after the Cal Poly Career Fair)
RRM Design Group is holding a Career Open House: Thursday, March 2"^ from 4:00pm to 6:00pm at RRM's
headquarters (3765 S. Higuera St.) in San Luis Obispo. Come and...

Mingle with our design professionals

•

Discover innovative RRM projects

Explore our award-winning

•

Meet representatives from all 4 offices

headquarter office

•

Interview with our hiring managers

Learn what it is like to work for one

•

See our recent Cal Poly Grads at work

•

Enjoy excellent food and prizes!

of the most successful and respected
design firms in California.

We have opportunities in architecture, landscape architecture, planning, cIy H engineering & survey throughout our
offices in San Luis Obispo, Oakdale, Healdsburg, & San juan Capistrano.
Please come—No RSVP needed! Call Erin Culp at (805) 543-1794 with questions.
We'll also see YOU at the Cal Poly Career Fair!

f --

Community | Public Safety | Recreation | Education | Urban | Local
architects | engineers | landscape architerts | planners | surveyors | urban designers

rrmdesigngroup
creating environments people enjoy*
I 1 «t «
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Await!

Eg

Unparaileled opportunities for professional
growth await in both our Rancho Cordova
(Sacramento) and San Mateo (SF Bay Area)
offices. We are seeking team oriented well
rounded professionals with a combination
of personal, professional, technical and
communication skills sharing a similar
passion for the profession and our goal
of creating quality public environments
for our clients. Work closely with our
talented staff in a truly "learn by doing"
atmosphere.
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Coal miner Julian Rodriguez takes a break from helping dig out
trapped miners in San Juan De Sabinas, Mexico on Monday.

Visit our booth at the Architectural
and Environmental Career Fair to learn
more about full tim e and internship
opportunities.

Rescue workers desperately
trying to free 65 workers
trapped in M exican coal m ine

Visit us on the w eb at

www.callanderassociates.com
Olga R. Rodriguez
ASS(K IATEI) I’KESS
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Callander Associates
i L a n d sc a p e

A rc h ite c tu re ,

In c .

One Team.
Infinite Opportunities.
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Stantec is proud to be part of the Col Poly Job Fair.
Please stop by our booth, meet Cal Poly Alumni,
and learn about the exciting opportunities that
await you at Stantec, ranked #47 of the 150
Global Design Firms (ENR, 2005).

Providing professional consulting services in:
lanning & Landscape Architecture
Architecture & Interior Design
Engineering (Structural, Mechanical, Electrical, Civil)
Environmental Sciences
'urveys/Geomatics
rgram & Project Management

Stantec
VVVI

Visit our w ebsite fo r office locations an d inform ation.
Stantec trades on the NYSE under the symbol SXC

Offices throughout North America and the Caribbean
stantEC.com
4.^jmw«e«r V> w

SAN JUAN DE SAIilNAS,
Mexico — Eruergency crews using
picks, shovels and their hands tun
neled feverishly through dirt, wood,
metal and rock on Monday in an
attempt to reach 65 coal miners
trapped by a gas explosion 600 feet
underground.
Ortleials said that while it was
unlikely the miners were still alive,
there was still a chance t>f finding
siirvivtirs
Above ground, priests and pastors
led hundreds of the miners’ friends
and relatives in pniyer for the men
trapped by Sunday morning’s explo
sion at the l\ista de C'onchos mine
near the town of San Juan de
Sabinas, 85 miles southwest of Eagle
l'ass,Tex,is.
Women wept openly and swayed
with their arms in the air as the reli
gious leaders spoke, and men wiped
tears fnmi their eyes.
“We are waiting for a miracle
from (iod,’’ said Norma Vitela,
whose trapped husband, Jose Angel
(iiizman, had previously told her of
pmblems with gas in the mine. She
said the father of four, who earns
S75 a week, could not afford to quit.
The trapped men had carried
only six hours of oxygen, but offi
cials said they believed a ventilation
system that uses huge fans to pump
in fresh air and suck out dangemus
gases was still working. Even so, they
could not be certain the precious
oxygen was arriving to where the
miners were trapped.
Juan Rebolledo, vice president of
international affairs for mine owner
(»rupo Mexico, said oxygen tanks
were scattered throughout the site,
but it was impossible to know if the
trapped miners had access to any of
them.
More than 35 hours of digging
had pushed rescue teams 4(*0 yards
into the mine, about 100 yards from
where two conveyor belt operators
were believed to be trapped, said
Sergio Robles, director t)f emer
gency services ft>r Coaluiila state.
But others were thought to be
trapped as far as one to three miles
fmm the mine’s entrance.
Robles said rescuers avoided
using electric or gas-powered

of explosive gases. Medical dtictors
were on the site to examine rescue
workers as they emerged from their
eight-hour shifts in the tunnels.
At least a dozen workers who
were near the entrance at the time
of the explosion were able to
escape.They were treated for broken
bones and burns.
Asked whether he believed there
were more survivors, Robles said:“ lt
would be difficult because of the
preseiiee of gas. But we are holding
out hope of finding someone alive.’’
Bresident Vicente Fox’s chief
spokesman. Ruben Aguilar, said
Monday that the government “has .i
lot of hope that everyone will get
out alive.”
Robles said the roof of the mine
was better reinforced after 400
meters, giving rescuers hope that
they might be able to advance more
quickly. He said if there were sur
vivors, they could very well be try
ing to dig their w.»y out fn>m the
other side.
Worried family members held an
all-night vigil at the site, huddling
near bonfiR*s and wrapped in blan
kets to pn>tect against the bitter
cold. Some pitched tents, while oth
ers slept on small cots or upright in
plastic chairs.
After the sun rxise, entire families
with children in tow huddled out
side the mine’s gates to wait for the
latest news.
“The only thing we want is
information and all they tell us is
that they don’t know,” said a sobbing
Yadira Gallegos, whose 28-year-old
brother-in-law, Jesus Martinez, was
just finishing his first week at the
mine.
“What we want is for them to tell
us what is happening and if they
have advanced or not,” said
Francisco Ordonez, 41, whose 23year-old brother, Jose Alfredo
Ordonez, and a cousin were still
trapped in the mine. “Petiple are
starting to get desperate.”
The explosion occurred around
2:30 a.m. Sund.iy .is the miners Were
in the middle of their overnight
shift.
Consuelo Aguilar, a spokes
woman for the National Miners’
Union, said there had been concern
over safety conditions in Cirupo
** ‘
see Mine, page 25
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Democratic senators assail
turnover o f port operations
Matthew Verrinder
ASSCX:iATEI> I'KESS

NEWARK, N.J. — Democratic
senators assailed an Arab company’s
takeover of operations at six major
American ports and said Monday
that President 13ush should stop the
deal to better protect the U.S. from
terrorists.
“We wouldn’t turn over our cus
toms service or our border patrol to
a foreign government,” New Jersey
Sen. Robert Menendez said during
a news conference. “We shouldn’t
turn over the ports of the United
States either.”
Menendez said he and New York
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton will
introduce legislation prohibiting the
sale of port operations to foreign
governments.
Elected officials from both parties
have criticized the government’s
approval of last week’s purchase of
London-based
Peninsular and
Oriental Steam Navigation Co., by
Dubai Ports World, a state-owned
business in the United Arab
Emirates, or UAE. Peninsular and
Oriental runs major commercial
operations in New jersey. New York,
Philadelphia,
Baltimore,
New
Orleans, Miami and Philadelphia.
Lawmakers say they are worried
there are insufficient safeguards to
thwart infiltration of the vital facili
ties by terrorists.
“ It’s unbelievably tone deaf polit
ically at this point in our history,”
Sen. Lindsay (íraham, R-S.C'., said
on "Fox News Sunday.” “Most
Americans are scratching their
heads, wondering why this company
from this n,*gion now.”
During a stop Monday in
Birmingham, Ala., Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales defended the deal
and said the administration had a
“very extensive process” for review
ing such transactions.
“Lots of considerations are
weighed in connection with a rec
ommendation, and the consensus
was this was a transaction that
should be approved,” he said. “It was
something that went through our

normal process. It’s one that takes
into account matters of national
security, takes into account concerns
about port security. And for a variety
of reasons, the consensus was that
this was a transaction that should be
approved.”
But critics have cited the UAE’s
history as an operational and finan
cial base for the hijackers who car
ried out the attacks of Sept. 11,
2001. In addition, they contend the
UAE was an important transfer
point for shipments of smuggled
nuclear components sent to Iran,
North Korea and Libya by a
Pakistani scientist.
“God, if you have a country that
is not doing internally what it
should be to prevent the transfer of
nuclear parts, we’re going to give
that country operation of the major
ports of this nation?” New Jersey’s
Menendez asked. “I think not.”
“It needs to be stopped by the
president, first and foremost. Either
freeze the deal or negate the deal,”
he added.
During a campaign stop in
Bladensburg,
Md.,
Monday,
Baltimore Mayor Martin O ’Malley
was adamant that the operations of
his city’s port not be turned over to
a foreign country.
“I believe that Presidents Bush’s
decision to turn over the operations
of any American port is reckless. It is
tiutrageous and it is irresponsible,”
said O ’Malley, who is seeking the
Democratic nomination for gover
nor of Maryland.
“We are not going to turn over
the port of Baltimore to a foreign
government. It’s not going to happen.«9
O ’Malley was also quick to attack
Homeland
Security
Secretary
Michael Cdiertofi', w'ho spent most
of Sunday on television defending
the deal.
“With all due respect to Mr.
C'hertofF,” O ’Malley said, "he w’as
also the Homeland Security secre
tary who went to sleep after he was
informed the levees had bmken in
New Orleans.”
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S in c e 19 76 , G ille s p ie M o o d y P a tte r
s o n , In c ., (G M P , In c .) a nationally rec
ognized award winning Landscape Archi
tecture and Planning Finn headquartered
in La Jolla, CA, has been driven by a bold
vision and passion for design excellence.
Our award-winning and highly creative de
sign staff is recognized throughout the na
tion for delivering designs that exceed our
clients’ expectations. We offer the most ad
vanced technology, a sophisticated level of
design expertise, and above all, the highest
level of service to our clients. A recipient
of numerous international design awards,
we have built a reputation for creating in
novative landscape designs for many of
the nation’s most distinctive communities.
As we expand our national and internation
al design portfolio, we are seeking qualified
individuals to contribute to the dynamic
growth of our company; specifically career
professionals interested in working in a
positive, collaborative team environment,
and who are interested working with a broad
range of multi-disciplinary design solutions.
At GMP, Inc. we encourage originality and
ingenuity supported by a creative atmo
sphere so that each team member is able
to fully leverage their talents while devel
oping their skills and knowledge base.

Excellent employment opportuni
ties for immediate hire are available
at GMP, Inc. at our current La Jolla,
CA headquarters, and as we expand
with a new office in Phoenix, AZ.
We are currently looking to hire
qualified Landscape Designers and
Project Managers to join our team.

We invite you to
visit our booth at the
Architecture &
Environmentai
Design Job Fair!

9404 Genesee Ave, Suite 140
La Jolla, CA 92037
ph 858 558 8977 fx 858 558 9188
WWW gmplandarch. com
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LA N D S C A P E A R C H IT E C T U R E
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Bas$enian/I ocjoni A ic hile c ts
of N cw p oit Bench. CA.
is on oi'chitecturol &
land i'jlanning finn specializing
in the eJosign of lo sid o ntinl
com niunities.
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Mexico mines. She called for an
investigation into the cause of the
accident and the responsibility of
company officials.
Rebolledo said safety conditions
met Mexican government rei|uirements as well as international stan
dards “but acciilents can always hap
pen.”
He sail! the union had raised no
major disagreements over safety in
annual meetings with the company.
Mine
administrator
Ruben
Escudem denied any company neg

ligence, and said, “These mines can’t
operate if they don’t meet the estab
lished minimum requirements.”
I’edm Camarillo, a federal labor
official
unrelated
to
Olivia
C'amarillo, said officials found noth
ing unusual during a routine evalua
tion FVb. 7.
As well as mining coal, (irupo
Mexico is the world's third-largest
copper producer, with operations in
Mexico, Peru, and the United States.
C!oahuila's worst modern mining
dis.ister occurred in 1W>. when
more than I.S.3 miners were killed in
a pit at the village of Barmteran. In
2001, another 12 people died m an
accident at a mine near Barmteran.
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Please visit out booth
^ at the Architectural
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Environm ental Design Job Fair
on W ednesday, fe b rua ry 22nd
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U.S. Marines from the 3rd Marines Expeditionary Unit and Filipino
rescuers join hands as they pull a rope tied to a big boulder during the
search and recovery oprations for landslide victims on Monday.

o

BE L L I A R C H I T E C T U R A L G R O U P
BUILDING
INNOVATIONS

Official: Underground
sounds sustaining hopes for
survivors at buried school

B el l i A r c h i t e c t u r a l G r o u p .
3 1 3 S a l i n a i S t r e e t S a l i n a s , CA 9 3 9 0 1
www.bogaio.com

employment opportunities available

call for more info

831.424.4B20
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Oliver Teves
ASStX:iATEI) PRESS

answer was no,” U.S. Marine C^apt.
Huradl Parmer said after speaking to
the commander of U.S. forces at the
GUINSAUGON, Philippines — disaster site.
Rescue workers refused to give up
The statement discounted an earli
hope of finding survivors in an ele
er report by Philippine Interior
mentary school buried by up to 1(H) Undersecretary Marius Corpus that
feet of mud, digging into the night U.S. Marines had found 50 survivors.
Monday after detecting what the
There was no immediate explanation
provincial governor called “signs of for how the false report had spread.
life.”
“ T h c R * is a lot of rubble, a lot of
Sounds of scratching and a rhyth large boulders,” Parmer said. “On
mic tapping were picked up by seis some sides near tlie river, it’s very
mic sensors and sound-detection gear moist, very soft soil, and you can get
hnnight in by U.S. and Malaysian stuck up to ... your waistline if you’re
forces.
not careful.”
“ fo me, that’s moR* than enough
Still, the Marines were eager to
reason to smile and he happy,” South discover the origin of sounds detect
Leyte (iov. ILosette Leri.is said. “The ed by seismic sensors.
ailrenaline is high ... now tliat we
“The farther down we went, the
h.ive seen increasing signs of life.”
signals grew stninger,” U.S. Marine
Still. It was hard to imagine sur Lt. ILichard Neikirk said as he point
vivors under the wet muck nearly ed to a spot under a big boulder.
h)ur days after a mountainside col
A .Mal.iysian team using soundlapsed and covered tlie farming vil detection gear picked up noises, too.
lage oi Guinsaugon, killing up to
“We have a sound.” said S.ih.ir
1,0011 people. No one has been
Yunos of the Malaysia I )is.ister and
pulled out alive since just a feu hours Rescue Te.ini. “Knocking, something
after the disasteV Lrid.iy morning.
like that."
I he seareli h.is loeused on die
\ R'seue d o g
tfj-'p fd three
sehoi'l bee.iiise of imeonfirined tim es .It o n e spot
rept : rl;. r st>me of the Jr' Vm It'SC lie w o rk e rs w
‘ hild'-' Mid te.ulu'- iiiax Ii.m ■ r
1 hen- was no
lO ’ o t
ev-I) ,
text ’ e- :g. ‘ t«'
i- .-s sc h ool. R -'si ue ' .
-e-i.n ..ii r the disaster I ul.i\.
.It t w o pl.u
the gl.ltV e- eeiie .If.
ovv
e i‘
. a m ultiiiatioii. ’
<1
tru
I 1 let. hnici.ins u- .t
teel'.
.ir like seisinie seiiM.r- ;mk1
so u n d
iik I he.it-detettK iii i utii'
n ien t . ' ti ;sule d u n e ls and
,i
di.
! !ie\ finally halteii ihinr
1iies.i.iy until d.iyha-.ik.
L’i
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Skidmore, Owings ana vierrill LLP is a full-service design firm
w;th award-winning practices in architecture, engineering, planning,
interior design, and graphic design.

If interested in working in our Son Francisco office, send resume and samples
o f work to Skidmore, Owings & Merrlli LLP, One Front Street, Suite 2400
San Franctsc», California 94111 Attn: Human Resources
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Positions are availaWe at offices firm-wide.
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\V c have openings for th e fo llo w in g
positions:

#

Construction project manager (Retail)

#

Architect

#

Store Planners

Look for us at tomorrow's career &ir.
Contact Diana DeWees at (714)-436-9000
or ddewees^acs-architects.com with
qnesHom.♦♦♦• •
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T hey deplov.
isiiue s e n 
sors th.it can det s
nmis under
ground. With ev.Tvoiie i.iiuhng still,
one man then used a steel b.ir to hit
oti a Rx k several times and vv.iued for
any kind of response underground.
Four sensors detected sotne
“noise” or vibration, but the men
could not tell what it was.
They wen.' followed by the 15man Malaysian team using sensor
gear called Delsar and employing
«mikw technique«’
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Baseball

continued from page 28

continued from page 28

ing just one hit in 1.2 scoreless
innings.
On Friday, junior right-hander
Gary Daley Jr. allowed one run
and four hits in seven innings for
his second victory and C'al Poly
belted three home runs en route
to an 11-2 victory over San
Diego State.
Daley struck out a career-high
nine batters and walked six as the
Mustangs improved to 8-2 on the
season. San Diego State fell to 2-

drew a walk, josh Lansford sin
gled and the Aztecs walked desig
nated hitter Bryan Kepner inten
tionally before issuing the basesloaded RBI walk to Luque.
Walker went 2-for-4 while Van
Ostrand was 2-for-3 as Cal Poly
won despite being outhit 7-6.
Lansford and shortstop Gilbert
Gil, who was 4-for-4 Friday
night, had the other Mustang hits
Saturday.
Junior
right-hander
Bud
Norris picked up his third win
without a loss, allowing one run
and three hits in six innings with
four walks and seven strikeouts.
Casey Fien pitched 1.1 scoreless
innings and Rocky Roquet
picked up his fourth save, allow

6.

Freshman right-hander Eric
Massingham pitched the final two
innings in relief of Daley, striking
out two.
Senior shortstop Gil had a per
fect 4-for-4 night at the plate,
including two doubles and a tworun home run in the second
inning for Cal Poly.

Site j&itr f in k Sfattela
Crossword

ACROSS
1 Basics
S Raft wood
10 Goes (for)
14 Chflattn«___
(29-Down’s
love)
15 Leave stranded
by a winter
storm
16 One who says
*1 say old chap'
17 See 11-Down
18 It aashes m
29-Down/
60-Aaoss
20 Seethes
22 Reverse of
WNW
23 Site of Margaret
Mead studies
24 With 40- and
51-Aaoss,
composer of
29-Down/

Edited by Will Shortz

27 End a suit
63 Longest-running
show In
30 Oboist’s need
31
_______Stadium,Broadway
histay until
home of the
1 /9 ^
U.S. Open
Cheer (fa )
32 Theater areas
Painter Matisse
36 Old spy a g
Real name of
39 Addict
29-Down
40 See 24-Aaoss
West Point team
41 Aware of
Hot blue
spectral type
42 SUce (off)
43 Toy gun ammo 69 Salon supplies
44 Condo, e g.
45 When repeated
words of
agreement
47 Communion
tables
49 Famed fireman
Red
51 See 24-Across
54 Buddhist temple
sights
55 “___ had Itr
56 Persistently
worry
60 See 29-Down
11

DOWN
Attaches
Can of warns?
Spelunking site
Brine
Pen name
One who's s a e
Place f a a
renter's
signature
Tendon
60-Actoss, as
N ow ___ then
well as
Flattened
at the
63-Across
poles
26 Position
Carlotta, in
29-Down/
A N S W E R TO P R E V IO U S P U ZZLE
60-Across
Si 12 Fasten, as a
ribbon
Costly strings
M
H Twisty curves
NBC fixture
since '75
Casino waker
Fellow named
Bellow
Petrol provider
With 60-Aaoss.
longest-running
H
show in
Broadway
HM
H
histay as of
M
1/9/06
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Basketball
to score 23 points for Saint Mary’s
while Ian O ’Leary and John
Winston each added 22 points.
Stockalper
grabbed
eight
rebounds for Cal Poly while
O ’Leary led the Gaels with seven
boards.
Cal Poly led 48-43 at halftime
and was ahead 79-73 with 4:54 to
play on a pair of free throws by
Stephenson. Saint Mary’s scored the
next 10 points for an 83-79 lead
with 1:27 to play and held on for the
win. O ’Leary’s two free throws with
seven seconds left iced the victory
for the Gaels.
Cal Poly will host UC Riverside
on Thursday at 7 p.m. and Cal State
Fullerton on Saturday at 4 p.m.,
both games in Mott Gym.
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Junior third baseman Lansford
added three hits while second
baseman Walker and designated
hitter Luque each had two hits as
the Mustangs outhit head coach
Tony (iwynn’s San Diego State
Aztecs 13-8.
The Nos. 7-8-9 hitters in Cal
Poly’s lineup Friday combined for
seven hits and each one belted a
home run.
After Cal Poly scored two
unearned runs in the first inning
on a dropped fly ball in the out
field, Gil’s home run down the
left field line gave the Mustangs a
4-0 lead in the second frame.
Catcher Matt Canepa’s threerun shot to left in the third inning
gave the Mustangs a 7-0 cushion
and Luque added a solo shot in
the fifth frame.
Walker’s RBI single later in the
fifth inning resulted in a 9-0
Mustang lead and Cal Poly added
two more runs in the seventh on
bases-loaded walks.
San Diego State averted a
shutout with solo home runs by
shortstop Romero in the seventh
inning and by catcher Jordan
Swaydan in the eighth.
Swaydan and second baseman
Sam Pepper each had two of the
Aztecs’ eight hits.
Cal Poly reached double fig
ures in hits for the fifth straight
game.
Cal Poly, which has played its
last three series on the road,
returns home for its next two
series, hosting Santa Clara next
weekend and the University o f
San Diego in two weeks.

W
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Swim
continued from page 28

On the women’s side, C'al Poly
was two-and-one-half points ahead
of Northridge, tallying 249.5. The
Gaucho women took the meet with
785.
Despite the disparities between
the Mustangs and the top finishers,
Furman was pleased with his team’s
performance.
One of the surprises for the
Mustangs was Daniel Lara. The
freshman placed first in the 1-meter
dive and second in the 3-meter dive.
Another top performer for the
Mustang men was John Michelmore
who placed third in the 2CK)-meter
breaststroke. Michelmore also fin
ished third in the 1(K) breaststroke.
Nate Williams finished eighth in
the UK) backstroke. Williams also
placed 12th in the 2(K) individual
medley.
In women’s events. Cal Poly’s
Kira Linsmeier, Patricia Laverty and
Erin Moody finished eighth, ninth
and 10th in the 2(N) backstroke.
Stacey Sorensen was 12th in the
100 freestyle while Julie Demers
placed 13th in the 1,650-yard
freestyle. Leeanne Singleton finished
15th in the 200 breaststroke.
Sorensen also had an 11 th place
finish in the 50m freestyle, her top
event.

suldolku
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’uni«byDavidJ. Kahn
30 Levi'S jeans
brand
33 Indisposed
34 Peruvian money
35 Soap Ingredient
37 Cookbook
direction
38 Tipplers
41 Went faster than

43 Examine
grammatically
46 You might get a
ticket f a doing
this
48 Novelist
Delghton
49 Old
marketplace
Help with
Wetnaps e g

52 Happening
53 Quotable Yogi
57 Indiana dty
near Chicago
58 Play to ___
59 Sounds of
disapproval
61 “So there you
arel"
62 Put on TV

F a answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1.20 a minute, a , with a
aedltcard. 1-000-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available f a the best of Sunday
aossw ads from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subsaiptions: Toda/s puzzle and m a e than 2 0 0 0
past puzzles, nytimes com /aossw ads ($34 95 a year).
Share bps nybrnes com ^uzzlefaum O ossw ads fa young
solvers nybmes com4eaming/xwads
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SLOTmumBAMERSNOr
$11 HAIRCUTS
Tues-Thuf 7afrv6pm
Fri-sat
8 :30arrv6 pm

Mark Roetker
805.543.9744

126I Laurel Laoe
San Luis Otxspo, CA 93401

CLASSIFIED
H ELP W A N TE D
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Children's sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania
(6/17-8/13/06) If you love
children and want a caring, fun
environment we need
Directors and Instructors for:
Tennis. Swimming (W.S.I.
oreferred). Golf. Gymnastics.
Cheerleading. Drama, High & Low
Ropes. Team Sports, Waterskiing,
Sailing. Painting/Drawing.
Ceramics. Silkscreen. Printmaking.
Batik Jewelry. Calligraphy
Photography Sculpture. Guitar
,Aerobics. Self Defense. Video
Piano Other staff .Administrative/
Driver i21 + ! Nurses (RN's and
Nursng Students/ Bookkeeoei
Mothe'^s’ Heioer. (cant..

H ELP W A N TE D
(cont.) On campus interviews
February 19th.
Call 1-800-279-3019 or
apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirls.com
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$2800+
(888) 784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com/slo
W a lto n 's G rizzly L od ge S u m m e r
C a m p IS currently hiring counselors

for the summer of 2006. Located
near Lake Tahoe. Looking for
responsible, enthusiastic
individuals who enioy working with
children. Com letitlve salary.
Giftat work environment. For more
in:orination call (5.30) 274-957'’
www.grizzlyiodge.com

H ELP W A N TED

H ELP W A N TE D

LO ST A N D F O U N D

STAYING IN SLO THIS S U M M E R A
LOOKING FOR A JOB ON C A M P U S ?
Conference and Event Planning
is hiring 11-15 staff for summer
conferencing season. Training
begins in late April. Seeking
hard-working, responsible, and
positive individuals who enjoy
working in a fun, fast paced team
setting. Cashier and customer ser
vice experience preferred. Optional
summer housing at highly reduced
rate. Flexible hours.
PT/FT available. $7.CX)-9.00/hour.
Great internshm opportunity!
Fed Work Study positions onen
! Apps. and job descriptions in bldg
116 rm 211, M-F 8-4.30pm
I
or on Mustang jobs inline.
’ Due 3/10/06. (805) 756-7600 j

A g. In d u s try Job S a n ta M a rg a rita
F eed & Farm S u pply

Found MP3 player near
fisher science (805) 756 2499

I

>'A*•<

is looking for someone with an
interest in the Ag industry. We
want a hardworking, honest and
motivated person. It is a friendly
environment and we are flexible
with hours and school schedules.
Contact us at (805) 438-5619
Want to make a difference ?
Join Beyond Shelter to raise
homelessness awareness and
volunteer for local shelters'

H O M E S FOR SALE
Free list of al' houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
stPve@slohomes.com

♦t

Found gucci sunglasses outside
bldg. 14 on fri, feb. 10
call (805) 479-3312
Found BIk Samsung phone
contact: (661) 305-7366
REWARD for Lost Robotics Club
Sandwich board (831) 869 8768
Reward for Lost Cannon Powershot
Digital Camera at Marti's 1/7
Call Beth @ (775) 544-2672
Found I-Pod mini on Frederick St.
early. Please call (760) 807 443.
Lost High School Ring; silver w
blue stone. ^805) 550 414
Lost and Found ads are FREE

Sports
W. BASKETBALL

FIFTH STRAIGHT
LOSS
iitcater junior guard Angie Ned scored 19
points as UC Irvine won its tilth straight
game, defeating C^il l\rly 83-69 in a HigWest
(arnference women’s basketball game Saturday after
noon in M(itt (iym.
Gal Poly, led by Anthonia Newman’s career-high 18
points, suffered its fifth-straight loss and fell to 10-12
on the year and .3-6 in conference games. Jessica
Eggleston added 17 points and Sarah Grieve con
tributed 14 for the Mustangs.
U(i Irvine led the entire second half (ial Poly
pulled to within two points at .31-49 with 16:32 to
play on another jumper by Newman, then the
Anteaters pulled away, leading by as many as 20 points
down the stretch.
UC] Irvine .nenged a 99-72 loss to (]al Poly on Jan.
7 at the Mren Events (Center.
(iai Poly plays one game this week — Satimlay at C]al
State Fullerton, starting at 2 p.m. ~Sports Iniormiiiion Report

A

Ws LACROSSE

M U SE\N G S ROUTE
UCLA 17-2
he No. 2 ranked (]al Poly women’s lacrosse
team trampled over the No. 12 ranked
U(]LA Bruins with a 17-2 victory
Saturday at the C].il Poly Sports C^omplex.
The rain held out for the Mustangs at their 12 p.m.
game and by the end of first half the team had a 9-1
lead. The Jones sisters got the offense started with
Janelle Jones luving three goals and one assist and,
Brittney Jones, scoring two goals, with three assists.
Team captain and center mid-fielder, Julie Friesen,
scored three goals. The offense was supported by
other scorers:Team captain Meryl Kodgers, freshman
Molly Sauer and returnees Becky Mischenko, Jackie
Pugh and Bridget Hill each contributing with goals.
The C].il Poly defense pliyed a solid game with
goalie Danielle Burchett stopping four out of the six
shots taken by the UCTA offense.The Bruins’ Shanta
Leocker and Nikki Flemming scored one goal each.
This was C'.al Poly’s second league game and the
team is off to a strong start m their season after their
21-0 victory against UC] Santa C]ruz last weekend.
The Mustangs will now head off to Arizona to play
in a tournament held by ASU. C]al Poly
will face stiff competition at the tour
nament, including a rematch with
'W
C]olorado State, a team the Must.mgs
faced in nationals last year.
C]al Poly parent’s weekend is
1
approaching for the women’s team,
JP
March 4 and 3.The Mustangs will
T
pl^y in-state rival UC] Santa
\
Barbara on Saturd.iy, March 4,
\
and SDSU on Sunday,
March 3, both at 10 a.m.
^
on the lower fields at the
C].il
Poly
Sports
C]omplex.

T

Sports editor: Frank Stranzl • mxistan}^M}ysports(^tiail.ami
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Another series w on by ‘Stangs
SI'ORIS INIOKMATION REI'ORT

C]enter fielder C.^nintin Berry belted a
three-run double to the gap in rightcenter field in the eighth inning, lifting
San Diego State to a 10-8 victory over
C]al Poly in the final game of a threegame non-conference baseball series
Sunday afternoon at Tony (iwynn
Stadium.
With the win, the Aztecs, under
coach Tony Gwynn, salvaged one game
in the series. C],il Poly clinched the
series with 11-2 and 4-1 triumphs
Friday and Saturday, respectively, and has
won all four series this season.
San Diego State is now 3-7 on the
season while C]al Poly fell to 9-3.
C]al Poly led most of the game, scor
ing five times in the first inning and
adding two more in the fourth for a 73 advantage.
But San Diego State kept chipping
away at the Mustangs’ lead, finally over
taking C],il Poly in the eighth on Berry’s
three-run double off C]asey Fien, the
fourth Mustang pitcher of the game.
Jimmy Van Ostraiid belted a threerun home run in the first inning, his
third of the series and fifth o f the sea
son, and Bryan Kepiier added a two-run
shot in the same frame for a 3-0
Mustang lead.
C]al Poly scored twice more in the
fourth for a 7-3 lead but San Diego
State battled back with three runs in the

bottom of the fourth. Each team scored
in the seventh, giving C]al Poly an 8-7
lead and setting the stage for Berry’s
heroics in the bottom of the eighth.
Both teams collected 12 hits.
C]al Poly’s top hitters were Kepner,
who entered the game with an .083
average but garnered two doubles to go
along with his home run, knocking in a
total of three runs. Brent Walker and
Matt C]anepa each added two hits for
the Mustangs.
Designated hitter Paul Smyth had
three hits for San Diego State, including
a home run, and Berry, Tim O ’Brien
and Nick Koniero each added a pair of
hits. O ’Brien also hit his second homerun of the season for the Aztecs.
Mustang starter Evan Reed went just
two innings, allowing three runs and
four hits. The loss went to Thomas
Eager, who came out of the game after
San Diego State had loaded the bases in
the eighth.
In Saturday’s game. Van Ostrand hit a
two-run shot in the first inning and a
solo blast in the third to give C].il Poly a
3-0 lead.
San Diego State cut the Mustangs’
lead to 3-1 in the fifth t)ii a solo home
run by shortstop Nick Romert>.
(]al Poly scored its final run in the
eighth on a bases-loaded walk drawn by
left fielder Jacob l iKiiie. Van Ostrand
see Baseball, page 27

1.

Clemson

2. Florida
3. Georgia Tech
4. No. Carolina
5. Rice
6. Tennessee
7. Texas
8. Oregon State,
9. CS FuhiBfton
10.
11.
12.

13.i
14.
15.

:

16.

Peppei

HOME
ATHLETICS

7-2

17. Arkansas
18. Long Beach St.
IS.LovusiaitaSt.
20. No. Carolina St.
21. Texas Christian
22. Cal Poly
23. Mississippi
24. u s e
25. Nebraska

bust in M ora^

Facing a more talented and better estab
lished group of teams, C]al Poly’s swim
coach said if the meet were decided
according to seed times, “ Northridge
should’ve whooped us by 30, 60 points.”
The men’s team finished one-half of a
MUSTAN(. DAILY STAFF REPORT
point ahead of Northridge, 322 points
The C]al Poly swim teams did not win the behind the next finisher. University of the
Big West team titles, but beating C]al State Pacific, and 328 points behind winner UC
Northridge on the men’s and women’s sides Santa Barbara.
was a win in coach Rich Furman’s b(X)k.
see Swim, page 27

D espite a lackluster overall
performance, the M ustang swim teams
had better-than-expected finishes in the
four-day Big W est finals.

SI*O Rrs INFOR.MAFION R F P O R I

Three days after scoring just 37
points at UC] Santa Barbara, C]al
Poly posted 83 points but still lost as
Saint
Mary’s outscored
the
Mustangs 89-83 in an ESPN
Bracket Buster men’s basketball
game Satuniiy night in McKeon
P.tvilion.
Five Mustangs scored in double
figures, led by Dawin Whiten and
Gabe Stephenson with 16 points
each, as C]al Poly lost for the fourth
time in its last five games and fell to
7-16 on the season. Saint Mary’s
impnwed to 13-11.
Derek Stockalper and Trae C]lark
each scored 13 points for C]al Poly
and (]hazThonus added 10.
The Mustangs made 47 percent
of their floor shots, including nine
of 22 fmm three-point range, while
turnovers were even at 10 apiece.
The Gaels built a slight 33-32 edge
in rebounds and made 33 percent of
its field goal attempts.
Brett C]ollins came-otF the bench
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Cal Poly’s Kira Linsmeier competed for multiple relay teams at the Big West meet.

WEEKLY

w-li Prev.

Team

Gauchos sweep Big W est meet ‘Bracket Buster

~M itstitiig D o ily S ta ff Report
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see Basketball, page 27

T ues.

W eds.

T h u rs.

F r i.

Sat.
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*M e n *s
B asketball
vs. UC Riverside,
7 p.m . @ Mott Gym

* B aseball
vs. Santa Clara,
6 p.m . ^
^

SCHEDULE
w

^

* M e n ’s
B asketball
vs. Cal State
Fullerton. 4 p.m.
@ Mott Gym
^B asebaU
vs. Santa Clara,
1 p.m.

Sun.

26
^ B aseball
vs. Santa Clara,
1 p.m.
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